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Red Epic is already in Australia. 

Supplied and supported by Panavision, it is debuting on 
the east and west coasts for the Australian features 
Mental and Drift.  

“I chose the Epic as it was the only camera that would 
achieve a high quality ‘Super 35’ 2.33–1 frame across 
the chip that could be squeezed and released as a 
35mm anamorphic print.” said Don McAlpine ACS, ASC.

And naturally, RED Epic comes with the backup of the 
trusted Panavision ground crew.

Is RED Epic as good as they say?

It’s already gone Mental.

Portrait of Don McAlpine 
by Jasin Boland
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This is my last edition and Issue 53 will be in the hands 
of Richard Marks. I have had a good time editing the 

magazine but at 82 years of age it is time for fresh blood. 
My lingering wish is that someone would re-invent the use of 
the tripod.

Butch Calderwood  ACS
Editor

Australian Cinematographer records the death of Colin 
Ray on 30 November 2011 after a long illness. He was 

known as Mad Dog which gradually became Mister Dog.

Colin was well known and respected in the various 
newsrooms in Sydney working as a sound recordist or as a 
links technician. He was an even tempered real gentleman 
and a delight to work with.

‘Sleep peacefully, Mr Dog.’

FROM THE EDITOR
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LETTERS
Dear Ron,

My sincere thanks for your email.

It is a great honour and I just wish he knew.

I could never convince him to put in for his letters - he felt 
he hadn’t done quite enough.

It was a great privilege to work with him and I never 
tired of watching him ‘work’ - I got a thrill from observing 
a real talent do his thing.

He truly had no idea how good he was and when I 
worked with ‘superstar cameraman’ he would ask me 
what they did better than him.

If I told him that in this or that area he was better than 
them he never believed me, saying I had ‘wife’ eyes, 
i.e. I was an unreliable witness!

He helped me so much with my stories. I will miss his 
input and the way he made talent feel about being in 
Landline stories.

I will miss that look on an editor’s face when they ask 
who shot it - and relax because they know all the pieces 
of the puzzle are there with an added dose of special.

For 18 years we had many fun happy times on the road 
together and I can’t comprehend I won’t be writing out a 
call sheet with his name on it ever again.

You have done him a great honour.

Thanks so very much

Pip Courtney

This letter was sent to Ron Johanson ACS from Pip Courtney (John 
Bean’s wife) after notifi cation that John Bean had posthumously 
received his accreditation.

Richard Marks OAM, Editor
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FROM THE PRESIDENT

Greetings ACS colleagues,

Like so many, I have witnessed numerous changes within 
our Industry and our specific fields of expertise, over a long 
period. None more challenging than the digital evolution 
we’re presently experiencing. We all know, understand and 
accept there will, and must be change in order for us to grow 
and be come more proficient at what we all do.

The colour of that change doesn’t matter, because even with 
change, some things do stay the same.

Integrity, attitude, professionalism, pride in a job well 
done, never change. Cinematographers never change, we 
simply adapt and bring fresh ideas to the table in order to 
compliment the ever changing technology that appears before 
us. Cinematography is a celebration of who we are and what 
we have, and can achieve.

The Society is also adapting and evolving in order to 
understand all of the new and emerging technologies and 
personnel that reflect the way our modern industry has grown, 
and grown so incredibly quickly. 

The Society is prepared to work with Government and other 
Societies and Guilds to compliment that change and each 
other’s interests. We are there to assist and to advise, not 

only our members, but all levels of our film and television 
community.

Technology continues to bring about many positive changes, 
right across the board and has a direct effect and influence 
on the way we, as cinematographers approach the varied 
projects we are involved in. The one constant will always be 
change and it is not the first time, nor will it be the last time 
that technology will impact on our way of thinking and our 
methodology. To that end it’s vitally important the Society puts 
in place initiatives for those coming through. Those, who will 
carry the torch for future generations. 

I am incredibly proud to hold the position of National President. 
It’s a great honour given the names that have gone before 
me. But it’s equally an honour to be able to call myself a 
cinematographer, and I believe that the only thing that separates 
us is opportunity. The talent is there, that innate ability to capture 
compelling images is there, as is the passion, the willingness 
and the drive. It’s just waiting for that opportunity, grabbing it 
with both hands and giving it an almighty shake. 

To have been able to stand alongside so many wonderfully 
talented people and to know that every day you go to work, 
there will be a new and different challenge, a new way to 
expose, light and frame an image. An image we can say one 
day in the future; “I shot that”.

Ron Johanson ACS
National President
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This is the last issue of Australian Cinematographer that will have Butch at the helm.  
At 82 years of age ‘Mr Butch’ has decided to call it a day.

THANK YOU 
BUTCH CALDERWOOD OAM ACS

Our cover picture, taken on the Thames at Eton in 1957, 
of Butch Calderwood with a Newman Sinclair camera, 

borrowed from the BBC, is but a small indication of the 
early days of what was to become an illustrious career in 
cinematography. Butch was a member of the BBC’s Young 
Film Makers’ Group and they were shooting the short drama, 
Quiet Water, about a drowning in the river. He was 28 years 
old. It was a labour of love and he still has a copy of the film!

Butch started with BBC Television in 1954 and in 1955 
became the BBC Film Department’s first Film Trainee.

From BBC’s Panorama to Bergerac, from Vietnam to the island 
of Jersey and a myriad other locations, a short stint at the ABC 
in 1960/61 between BBC gigs, and a return to Sydney to 
join Channel 7 in 1981 and his retirement in 1995, Butch 
brought a wealth of knowledge and an enviable background 
with him when he agreed to take on the role of Editor of this 
magazine in 2002 with Issue 16.

Over the past nine years Butch has put his stamp on a 
magazine that all members can be very proud of. It more than 
holds its own with any similar publication in the world.

The front cover photograph is just a small tribute to a man 
who can still refer to his diaries and tell you where and what 
he had for lunch (and how much he paid for it) on any day 
of his illustrious career that you care to nominate. This almost 
pedantic attention to detail is one of the great things that Butch 
has brought to the AC team and what makes it so difficult to 
write a tribute to him. To go into more detail about Butch’s 
career is fraught with danger because there is so much to it 
that it begs the question “where to start?” 

Therefore, I won’t attempt to start but just say on behalf of 
the whole AC team and the entire membership of the ACS – 
thank you Butch. It has been a pleasure working with you and 
your contribution to this magazine has been immeasurable. 
You will always be a part of the AC team.

Finally, welcome Dick Marks OAM. Dick has agreed to 
take over the role of Editor starting with Issue 53. You have 
a hard act to follow Dick, but I’m sure you will also put your 
own stamp on this great publication and we look forward to 
working with you.

Ted Rayment ACS
Chairman
Australian Cinematographer Magazine. 
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Jon Shaw on location Beqa Lagoon - PHOTO Malcolm Nobbs

ON SET UNDER THE WATER WITH       

Released in the US on the 3rd of August 2011, Shark Harbour, a new documentary 
from Ultramarine Films, debuted on National Geographic Wild. A co-production 
between the Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) and National Geographic, 
the film became the highest rated show in its time slot. The documentary’s underwater 
cameraman, Jon Shaw of ginclearfilm gives Australian Cinematographer a behind the 
scenes sneak peak of Shark Harbour.

Shark Harbour follows a specialist shark research team 
commissioned by the NSW Government in response 

to a string of serious shark attacks in Sydney in 2009.  
The study is the most comprehensive and technologically 
advanced analysis of the behaviour of sharks in Sydney 
that’s ever been undertaken.  

Jon was asked to shoot the underwater segments of the 
documentary by the film’s producers Edward Radford and 
Michael Lynch of Ultramarine at the end of 2009.   “I was 
really excited when the guys gave me a call and asked 
me to shoot for a National Geographic documentary. 
It is a great brand to be working for and the project 
was something I’m really passionate about – sharks and 

another excuse to get up close and personal with them”.  

Over the next eight months, Jon spent a lot of dark, cold 
early mornings and wet, cold nights in Sydney Harbour 
trying to capture the elusive and camera shy Bull Shark.

Underwater filming comes with its own set of unique 
challenges and Shark Harbour was no exception. “You 
wouldn’t think the weather would have a big affect 
when filming underwater, but the quality of the footage 
depended on pristine water clarity.  Sydney Harbour, 
though clean, is not exactly the tropical blue colour 
viewers are expecting when seeing underwater footage. 
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ON SET SHARK HARBOUR

     SHARK HARBOUR JON SHAW

“In addition, the age-old adage never work with children 
or animals certainly rang true with me during filming.  
Despite the attacks and the estimated numbers of Bull 
Sharks in the Harbour, one of the greatest challenges was 
actually capturing these shy creatures on film.  We had to 
use a variety of techniques to try and get the animals close, 
including diving on rebreathers and using large amounts 
of bait.  I must admit, swimming around in burley in the 
middle of the night in the harbour on a rebreather definitely 
added a new element of excitement to diving with sharks”.

A Snapshot of the Film’s Locations

The locations for the documentary were far and wide, 
taking the production company and ginclearfilm from 
Sydney Harbour to South West Rocks on the north coast 
of NSW to South Australia for the great whites, back up 
the NSW coast to Yamba and then to the warmer waters 
of Fiji for the aggregating Bull Shark sequences.

Shelly Beach, Manly, NSW

The first sequence shot was the release of Wobbegong 
Sharks at Shelly Beach in Manly.  The release was a 
collaboration between Sydney Aquarium Conservation 
Foundation and SIMS (Sydney Institute of Marine Science). 
Six sharks had been captivity bred, internally tagged 
with satellite tags and then released. “It ended up being 
extremely busy with the major networks picking up the 
story and the local press advertising the event. Getting 
close and getting a good shot with hundreds of spectators 
and a press scrum was, well - fun. Luckily the weather was 
on our side and the visibility was good”.
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ON SET SHARK HARBOUR

Fish Rock Cave, South West Rocks

Then in late October 2010, Jon travelled up to South West 
Rocks for some Grey Nurse sequences with Dr Will Robbins, 
a shark scientist on contract to study the effects of recreational 
fishing on the Grey Nurse Shark, a species that is critically 
endangered on the East Coast of Australia. 

The conditions were rough, visibility poor.  The shoot involved 
trying to get close up sequences of Grey Nurse Sharks taking 
various baits, following Dr Robbins underwater not to mention 
all the necessary cut away shots. With all of the shoots for the 
documentary, time was limited, in fact only two days were 
allocated for this shoot; fingers and toes were crossed that 
weather, gear and sharks all played ball.

Fish Rock Cave is a small pinnacle of rock that is located 
around 2 km offshore from South West Rocks. It attracts divers 
and fishers from all over the country as its’ home to large 
schools of pelagic fish, Sharks, Rays and the longest ocean 

swim-through in the Southern Hemisphere.

Filming started at 4:00am to get the entry and launch 
sequence of the research boat at the boat ramp, then it was 
a quick drive to the mouth of the river to get shots of the boat 
leaving and crossing the sand bar. Then quickly back to 
load the filming boat with dive gear and all underwater and 
topside camera gear. 

“Surface camera work was shot with a Canon 7D. I kept gear 
to only two lenses, the Canon L 24-70mm and a Tokina 11-
16mm for the wides. I was also using a Red Rock matte box 
for ND and polarizing filters and shoulder rig. My underwater 
rig is a Canon XHA1 HDV camera, with a Gates Housing, 
HD monitor, Fathom Super Wide SWP44 lens and 50 watt 
HID lights”.

“When we arrived at the rock, I jumped in to get shots of Dr 
Robbins entering the water swimming down and checking 
the baited lines. It was then a waiting game for me trying to 

Great White baiting, Neptune Islands, South Australia. - PHOTO Malcolm Nobbs
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ON SET SHARK HARBOUR

stay far enough away from the bait not to disturb the shark 
behaviour but be close enough to get a decent shot. The 
visibility was poor, somewhere around the 3-5m mark but 
luckily by shooting with a super wide port I was able to get 
close and minimise the water between the subject and myself. 
Eventually we had a couple of strikes that would work but it 
wasn’t ideal. We moved locations for the second dive, the 
water was clearer and the sharks came closer, it was a good 
feeling to get the sequences nailed”.  Unfortunately, like lots 
of footage shot for documentary, these sequences never got 
to air as the story shifted and Dr Robbins didn’t play a major 
role.

Port Lincoln, South Australia

Although the film is not about Great White Sharks, we know 
that they are definitely present in the waters around Sydney. 
In the film there is a small Great White sequence on Stockton 
Beach, located just north of Newcastle.  It is a known hot spot 

for juvenile Whites. 

“Ultramarine Films and Nathan Tomlinson had completed 
some fantastic aerial sequences using a Cineflex off Stockton 
and picked up some great action sequences of Fisheries in 
action catching and tagging juvenile Great Whites. Rory 
McGuiness (ACS) was also involved in the shoot and he 
captured the boat footage and some great pole-cam shots, 
but we still needed some more Great White images”.

As a result, Jon ended up travelling down to Port Lincoln in 
January to pick up some good stock images of Great Whites 
that could be used for the film.  “I was keen to head down to 
Port Lincoln as I have a close relationship with a large Tuna 
and Kingfish aquaculture farm which I thought would be great 
for some schooling fish shots for the film”.

“The three-day shoot went exceptionally well, the visibility was 
great, Sharks circled the boat all day, in fact on one day we 
had six different sharks come past. I was able to shoot from a 

Canon XHA1, Gates Housing and Fathom Super Wide Lens. 
- PHOTO Malcolm Nobbs
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surface cage which Andrew Fox, son of the legendary Rodney 
Fox had kindly removed some of the bars so I could get better 
angles.  I have to admit though at times I did feel like I could 
have done with a couple more as on one occasion I did slip 
through with both my legs dangling in front of a two tonne 
Shark. 

“We also used a cage that was lowered on the ocean floor 
to get some more natural shots, when the cage was close 
to the bottom, I was able to open the doors and shoot the 
sharks. Great Whites are an impressive animal, they show a 
great deal more intelligence than most other sharks, they also 
demonstrate that they can learn and adapt over a short period 
and this is what can make them dangerous. At times they 
would try and push into the cage and at times like these it is 
good to be using a big underwater housing which you can 
push the shark away. One of the things that always impresses 
me about Great Whites is the fact that even in clear water, 
they somehow manage to get really close to you without you 
realising. They are just amazing animals”.

Sydney Harbour - Crunch TIME!

With the film centred on Sydney Harbour, we still needed 
footage of Bull Sharks in the Harbour, which after dealing 
with them for the last six months, and seeing how many we 
were catching, seamed a reasonable task. 

It takes a great deal of planning and effort to organise a 
shoot in Sydney Harbour, in particular gaining the necessary 
approvals. Sydney is a working harbour with many 

commercial and recreational vessels. Mooring up a barge in 
the middle of the harbour with a shark cage and film crew 
doesn’t just happen. However by mid March approval had 
been given from Waterways, NSW Maritime and support 
from NSW Fisheries. 

“Due to the cost of setting up a cage, surface barge and 
support team, budget meant we were limited to a one week 
shoot. Starting at 3:30am at Gladesville, we loaded our 
RIB and shot over to the surface platform, a large barge with 
crane. I then transferred across with camera gear, rebreather 
and safety diver and started to get ready and the cage ready. 
Since I was to spend up to four hours at a time underwater 
and wanted to be as silent as possible I was diving on a 
Buddy Inspiration Rebreather, a device that calculates the 
optimum breathing mix for a specific depth and recycles 
my expelled air to extent by time underwater. They are a 
fairly complex piece of equipment and since I was to be on 
my own underwater I needed redundancy in the cage and 
everything to be working impeccably. 

By 4:30am, the cage was connected and I jumped into the 
water, had my camera passed down and swam across to 
the cage, opened the top and climbed in and closed the top 
opening. The cage was filled with two burly buckets of Mullet 
and a spare tank of air for emergencies, there was also a 
rope to communicate with surface. As I was lowered to the 
bottom of the harbour in the pitch black my mind was racing 
with excitement, apprehension and I was thinking ‘what 
the hell am I doing at 4:30am at the bottom of the harbour 
covered in stinking blood and guts’!

Great White body armour, Neptune Islands South Australia. - PHOTO Malcolm Nobbs

ON SET SHARK HARBOUR



ON SET THE MAGIC FLUTE
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King Fish Farm, Port Lincoln, South Australia. 
- PHOTO Malcolm Nobbs



Touchdown on the bottom, camera on, lights on, I set correct 
white balance, setup the correct manual focus (very easy 
underwater due to the advantages of shooting through a 
dome port on a virtual image), fins off and get comfortable. 
Hours pass and the sun comes up, I shake the burly bucket 
every ten minutes or so to try and attract the sharks. The tip 
with burly and Sharks is to use enough to attract them or 
in reality attract the smaller fish that get excited that in turn 
attracts the bigger fish and then eventually Sharks, but too 
much burly will discolour the water and fill it with small fish 
particles that will ruin the final image. 

Four hours later and a grand total of zero seconds of Bull 
Shark footage, I was winched back to surface slowly. This 
was the daily routine for the week, we tried various things to 
attract sharks, but no deal. I suppose that is the joy of natural 
history shooting. 

The week went smoothly from a safety perspective, the only 
slight incident was on one of the mornings as I was being 
lowered to the bottom, the communications line tangled 
behind me and caught, as the cage was lowered I was 
pinned to the roof of the cage. This continued for what felt 
like minutes as I was crushed onto the cage until the crane 
operator realised and released the tension and allowed me 
to untangle myself, a good reminder to pay close attention to 
everything and not become complacent.

On the final day, I had been down approximately an hour 
when I was informed via rope signals that I was being 
surfaced. When I swam back to the boat I heard that Fisheries 
had caught and were deploying the critter cam. We quickly 

loaded all camera and audio gear, and the rebreather to 
the RIB and sped off to Clark Island which is located just off 
Potts Point. We met up with Fisheries and found them to be 
tagging, measuring and deploying a critter cam on a 3m Bull. 

I shot from surface trying to get enough for a sequence and 
ended up jumping in and shooting the shark from below to 
get a better angle. There was no time to use the cage and 
after a week without shark footage I just wanted to get some 
images. Luckily the footage came out really well and I kept all 
my appendages.

We decided to knock the cage, barge, support divers et 
al on the head and be more mobile. The production team 
dropped to three of us: myself, Mike Lynch Director/Producer 
and surface cameraman and Edward Radford Producer and 
sound. 

We spent the next few weeks following the Fisheries scientists 
whenever the conditions allowed waiting for them to catch 
sharks and allow me time to jump in and get the required 
footage. It wasn’t without risk, Bull Sharks are aggressive, 
especially when stressed and have caused serious injury whilst 
they are hooked. Some of my favourite sequences from the 
shoot are actually the night sequences, it looks really moody 
and has a real edgy feel.

The Final Push Fiji

The final location was Fiji. Fiji is the best place on earth to 
dive with these massive apex predators. “We wanted some 
footage of the sharks in clear water that really shows off their 
impressive size and inquisitiveness”.  
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“We only had three days of shooting over there so again 
the pressure was on. I worked closely with Beqa Adventure 
Divers, and they managed to get me really into the action, in 
fact at one point I was actually standing in the bait bin to get 
some real close up action! 

Being surrounded by sixty large (3.5m+) Bulls is absolutely 
awe-inspiring.  They are confident and show no fear, in fact 
they like to bump you to see what your reaction is so it’s 
always good to bump them back. I was assigned a minder 
throughout the dives, which was great as it’s hard to focus 
on shooting and looking behind you at the same time. There 
were a couple of close encounters, but I’m glad to say I still 
have ten fingers and toes.

Shark Harbour is due to air on the ABC late in 2011 and 
autumn 2012 on National Geographic Channel.

ABOUT JON SHAW

Jon Shaw is the founder of ginclearfilm, a multi-awarding 
winning video production company specialising in 
underwater cinematography.  Jon has a BSc (Hons) 
Degree in Marine Biology from the University of Plymouth 
and has an extensive background in commercial diving 
and has taught both recreational and technical diving. 

Jon is a recipient of the ACS Silver NSW & ACT Wildlife 
and Nature Award 2010 for his film Underwater NSW: 
Sydney.

Fish Rock Cave, South West Rocks. - PHOTO Jon Shaw

Bull Shark, Beqa Lagoon Fiji - PHOTO Malcolm Nobbs
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Akos Armont as “The Street Poet” - PHOTO BY KEIR SUGGETT

WARHOL ON THE WALLS
  BY KEIR SUGGETT

February 22, 2012 marks the 25th anniversary of Andy 
Warhol’s death. The enigmatic artist was famous for, 

among other things, Pop Art, his blonde wig & glasses and 
declaring “In the future, everyone will be famous for 15 
minutes.” If there was anyone who could tackle a musical film 
about such a well known and influential artist, it could only be 
Jim Sharman.

Jim Sharman’s life has been all about show business. His 
father and grandfather ran the famous Jimmy Sharman Boxing 
Troupe introducing him to the world of travelling performers. 
Jim developed an interest in experimental theatre and at the 
age of 21 directed his first opera for Opera Australia. He 
then embarked on a life-long directing career in theatre, 
beginning with Hair, Jesus Christ Superstar and The Rocky 
Horror Show. Jim is of course best known for co-writing the 

ANDY X is the musical story of Andy Warhol’s life and will be brought 
magically to our computer screens by legendary Australian Director Jim 
Sharman and Director of Photography Bonnie Elliott.

screenplay and directing The Rocky Horror Picture Show. 

Jim chose Bonnie Elliott to shoot his first film since 1981’s 
Shock Treatment, “When someone like Jim Sharman sends 
you an email it’s pretty exciting, he’s a bit of a legend” 
says Bonnie, “The main thing that intrigued me was doing a 
musical, because I’d never shot one, but I thought it would be 
an interesting challenge. Also, to work with someone who has 
a lot of experience in opera, theatre and musical cinema, I 
thought I’d learn quite a lot, which I did. I thought, if we don’t 
do things that push us outside of what we’ve done before then 
why do anything?”

Andy X is a film which dramatises, through song, key events 
and relationships of Andy Warhol’s life. The cast is very small 
and most cast members playing more than one roll, similar 
to the stage version Andy X was originally intended to be. 



ON SET THE MAGIC FLUTE
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The film will only run for approximately 40 minutes and is 
not intended to have a theatrical or even film festival release. 
Instead, Jim’s idea is that Andy X be released online. “Jim 
spent a lot of time watching youtube and he believes that’s 
where the future of cinema lies.” Bonnie explains, “Jim has an 
incredible knowledge of cinema and film history, he showed 
me things that I’d never seen before during pre-production. 
Jim thinks youtube is where the future of image-making 
and cinema language is heading, so he wanted to make 
something that engaged with that new forum of images.”

Bonnie chose the ARRI Alexa to shoot Andy X after some 
pleasing results shooting 2nd Unit with Andrew Commis on 
The Slap. Given that the film is only intended for an internet 
release, why shoot on Alexa? “I knew there’d be some sort 
of screening on something larger than the internet, so it 

seemed crazy to shoot on something that couldn’t sustain it 
if it somehow became a cult classic of some kind,” laughs 
Bonnie, “Our location was a huge space and to light it with 
our small lighting package was quite challenging, so to have 
the true 800ASA was very important to achieving what we 
did.”

Bonnie spent over 6 months in pre-production with Jim and 
actually shot the ‘Behind the Scenes’ footage of the actors 
recording their songs to be lip-synced during production. 
Bonnie was able to have many meetings with Jim, in-between 
her other jobs, discussing how to achieve the Andy X look. 
Actual pre-production was 3 weeks for a 2 and a half 
week shoot. “When you’re working with a director like Jim 
Sharman, there is already a very strong vision in place, he 
is an extremely visual person and comes from a tradition of 
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strong design ideas. One of his earliest conversations he had 
with me was that he wanted ‘Warhol on the walls, but Sven 
Nykvist on the faces’, so I understood that because I’m a 
huge fan of Sven Nykvist’s lighting and he wanted the lighting 
to have a sort of modulation, the faces to be natural and 
beautiful to look at and not artificial looking, that the walls 
and the colours and the space that we filmed would have this 
kind of intensity that we expect from a film about Warhol.”

“One of the challenges of the project for me was to make 
something about someone who has such a huge body of 
visual imagery that is so distinctive, you need to find your 
own way through it as a person with a creative eye. What I 
always said to Jim was that there had to be enough reference 
to Warhol in the images that people wouldn’t feel unsatisfied, 
I mean if you’re going to watch a film about Warhol and not 
have anything that references his work that would be really 
frustrating, so we needed to let people into that, but to not be 
slavish in your attention to it.”

The shoot was in a ward of the old mental hospital in Rozelle, 
NSW. The Production Designer was Justin Nardella, who 
worked on the original stage version through NIDA, he’d 
been involved for quite some time on the project. Bonnie 
describes, “It became a sort of mini-factory of Jim’s, where we 
all turned up everyday and entered the darkness, with black 
plastic blocking the whole space so we could control the light 
and we had corridors painted aqua and rooms painted pink.”

The Gaffer was Damian Seagar who, “came up with some 
very efficient work-arounds for our lighting budget, he did a lot 
of clever things with festoon lighting that I would never have 
thought of, but worked brilliantly.”

“Sometimes it’s not about the lighting doing the work with the 
colour, it’s about the make-up, when an actor is painted to 
look like a Warhol screen print, which we do in one scene 
where Sheridan Harbridge is painted pink and her eyes are 
painted green, it’s quite an extraordinary thing to see before 
the lens of the camera. I mean you don’t really need to do a 
great deal, you just make sure you don’t ruin the effect with 
the lighting, you need to light in a way that heightens that. 
The make-up artist we had, Matt Hornby, did an amazing 
job. I think it’s a tough time for makeup artists, with Alexa and 
RED and HD in general, you can see a lot more of what’s 
happening and his skill was just extraordinary!”

One tricky technical problem that Bonnie’s crew encountered 
during pre-production would have slowed down the shoot 
considerably were it not for the quick thinking line-producer. 
As the actors were required to lip-sync to playback during 
the shoot, tests were done to ensure what Jim Sharman was 
hearing in his headphones was the same as he was seeing 
on his monitor. It was discovered that the Alexa records a 
hard-wired audio signal 2 frames faster than the video image. 
Meaning the assumed ‘guide track’ recorded in-camera is not 
in-sync.

Jim Sharman directs Sheridan Harbridge in correct camera operating technique. - PHOTO BY KEIR SUGGETT
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Michael Pontin came up with the idea to delay the audio 
signal by 2 frames on the left channel and maintain the 
right channel for the actors’ playback, ensuring a synced 
picture and sound feed for the director to accurately judge 
performance and timing.

Key Grip, David Litchfield, was on for the entire shoot and, 
being a musical you could be forgiven for thinking grandiose 
crane moves and heavily choreographed dance numbers 
were involved, but this wasn’t the case explains Bonnie; 
“Well, because the film is intended for the online world, we 
didn’t shoot it in the classic way you might a Busby-Berkeley 
Muscial, there’s a lot of close-ups and mid-shots, there’s not a 
lot of big wide choreography numbers, at least 60-70% of the 
shots are quite close and it’s much more about faces. There 
is some choreography, but it’s not full-scale song and dance 
routines, it’s more about the singing and the lyrics. We also 
utilised the idea of the Andy Warhol screen test in one of the 
scenes with one of the songs filmed in a very simple way as 
a screen test. So, I guess it’s not a musical in the traditional 
sense of having big sweeping tracks and cranes, no. There is 
some movement, but given that the web is not the best place 
for a lot of camera movement, a lot of it is fairly restrained.”

“Warhols life ended in quite a strange way for such a famous 
artist. He checked into a hospital in New York under a false 
name and died because a nurse fell asleep next to his bed. 
The film is set in this hospital room. We have a character 
who is the street poet who is narrating Warhols life and in 
this hospital room you see vignettes played out, but it’s as 
though he’s having visions. One way Jim described it, which 

I thought was very nice was ‘The Street Poet is like someone 
who, after someone has died, is going around their house 
and is experiencing artefacts of that person’ and it’s a bit like 
that, the film is not linear, there is some touching upon different 
times in his life in a sort-of chronological way, but if you don’t 
know a lot about Warhol it’s not all too apparent, it’s not a 
piece of work that explains a lot.”

“I think people who know a lot about Warhol will get a lot 
of the more detailed references. For those who know nothing 
about Warhol, I suspect it will be something that makes them 
go on a quest for further knowledge, because I don’t think 
the film is attempting to explain his life, I think Jim was trying 
to make a film that Warhol would have liked to have been 
made about him, he wasn’t trying to make a film that explains 
Warhol for a mass audience. So it’s a different kind of desire 
as a film maker, he’s not trying to make a documentary. Jim 
met Warhol at one point and he’s a big admirer of him. He’s 
previously made a stage play about Francis Bacon, with the 
same writer and composer Steven Sewell and Basil Hogios, 
so they wanted to do a production about another great artist 
and they all thought Warhol was one of the great figures of 
importance.”

Coming from a background of shooting straight drama, 
what was it like to be shooting a musical? “It didn’t feel that 
different to me, the main thing that was amazing for me was 
working with Jim and someone who had such incredible 
vision. I’ve never filmed such extraordinary things like robots 
coming out of pyramids and actresses in pink makeup. And 
of course working with someone who knew his own mind 

Bonnie Elliott & Jim Sharman discuss the lighting set-up for a pyramid - PHOTO BY KEIR SUGGETT



as clearly as he did was incredible really. Every working 
relationship is different and the thing I relish about working 
with Jim is the incredible knowledge of his own mind of 
the project and that he held the film inside his head to an 
astonishing degree; so I could say ‘Would you like this 
lighting effect or that lighting effect’ and he would very clearly 
be able to say ‘That one!’ there was a really decisive minds 
eye about things which I loved, to work with someone of his 
experience and his certainty and his vision was an amazing 
experience for me. I felt like I could offer up ideas and there 
would be a very clear reaction to those ideas and that was 
fun.

It’s not clear whether a full grade will happen for Andy X 
at the moment, “We haven’t done a final grade yet, its’ 
been graded a fair bit as we’ve gone along during editing 
as they’ve needed to test some black and white colour 
wash ideas, so potentially we won’t start from scratch, we 
may take the Final Cut project into Color in a suite with a 
better controlled environment and do a final pass. The main 
audience will be online, so we’ll be grading for that space 
primarily and also for a blu-ray release as well. No print at 
this stage.”

The Sharman name has a long and distinguished history in 
Australian showbiz, from boxing troupes to theatre and opera, 
from the cinema to Youtube. Jim Sharman and Bonnie Elliott 
are taking Australian film making and the musical story of 
Andy Warhol to a new audience with new ideas and a new 
cinema language, hopefully there’s a future there for all of us.

WARHOL ON THE WALLS

‘Judy Garland’ (Sheridan Harbridge) gets behind the lens. 
- PHOTO BY KEIR SUGGETT

Local People. Local Support. Local Service
Our experienced staff are dedicated lighting people and are always 
here to help you determine the best equipment for your application. 
We can get you the gear you need fast, with a warehouse in Sydney 
and 14 offices globally Barbizon has you covered. 

Barbizon has partnered with major lighting and grip manufacturers to 
stock & distribute the latest in production lighting and consumables 
for videographers, film and television professionals whether in a 
studio or on location around Australia. 

We have re-sellers in most major cities in Australia please call us to 
find out more.
Contact us via email:  sydney@barbizon.com
       Tel:  (02) 9550 4299
                Address:  1/8 Lillian Fowler Place 
                 Marrickville 2204

LIGHTING FOR VIDEO & FILM

Barbizon Australia Pty Ltd
www.barbizon.com.au   

Proud Distributors of:
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This stylish and beautifully produced 288-page 
coffee table book (340 x 245mm) contains over 

380 photographs of working cinematographers 
taken on film sets from 1901 to the present, along 
with a ground-breaking historical text, biographies 
of significant Australian cinematographers, and 
fascinating personal anecdotes from some of the great 
characters of our industry.

Selected from private sources and from a range of 
institutional holdings, the images display the artistry 
of leading stills photographers, past and present. The 
result is an insiders’ view of what happens behind the 
camera: the highs and the lows, the changing culture 
and technology, the dangers, the commitment, the hard 
yakka, the relationships with directors, cast and crew, 
the incredible places cinematographers travel to and 
what it takes to get the shot.

Published by the Australian Cinematographers Society, 
The Shadowcatchers was written by film scholar and 
former cinematographer Martha Ansara, under the 
guidance of veteran members of the ACS. The book is 
produced to the highest possible standards, designed 
by ARMEDIA and printed through Sydney’s specialist 
art book printer, Ligare, on 150gsm art paper with a 
sewn binding. It is available in two formats: 

▶   Soft-cover standard edition retailing for $66. 

▶   Hardbound limited edition for collectors $250. This 
never-to-be-repeated collectors’ release consists of 
250 numbered copies, signed by the Society’s five 
Academy Award winning cinematographers.

THE SHADOWCATCHERS 
A PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORY OF AUSTRALIAN CINEMATOGRAPHY

SPECIAL PRE-PUBLICATION OFFER 

As there will be only 2,000 copies of the standard edition and 
250 copies of the Collector’s Limited Edition, cinematographers 
are being given first option on securing copies before sales are 
opened up to the wider public. The book is already selling fast.

ORDER NOW — DON’T MISS OUT
TO PLACE YOUR ORDER ONLINE GO TO:

www.shadowcatchers.com.au

Untitled-3 1 25/11/11 9:40:16 AM
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PANAVISION GOES MENTAL 
WITH DON MCALPINE ACS, ASC  

Industry legend McAlpine explained his decision to shoot the 
movie with the RED Epic camera and to have Panavision 

as his equipment supplier and system integration partner. He 
said, “Mental is a script by P.J. Hogan that I read six years 
ago and decided I must shoot. It was finally set up as a small 
budget film. PJ’s development of performance on camera 
indicated that a low-budget digital camera might mitigate 
the high cost of stock. During pre-production a few questions 
arose. The director’s assessment was that to film anamorphic 
presented problems with depth of field and the number of 
cast in shot most of the time. At the time I was also privy to 
Bob Prime’s brilliant assessment of all single chip cameras 
potentially suited to cinema production. The RED 1MX’s 
capacity to record on a 4K chip and its ability to take its 
place in the top selection impressed me. Using my long-term 
relationship with Panavision, I was able to secure two of the 
newer Red Epic cameras for this production. The Epic, now 

Mental is P.J. Hogan’s Queensland-based semi-autobiographical film starring Toni Collette and 
Rebecca Gibney currently being shot by Don McAlpine ACS, ASC. The movie tells of how a 

charismatic yet somewhat crazy nanny is randomly employed to be the carer for five teenage girls 
when their mother is hospitalised.

with a 5K chip, enables me to use a 2.4 anamorphic crop 
similar to using a Super 35 crop on film.”

For McAlpine Mental was to be his entree into digital 
film production, having previously only shot digital stills 
in relationship to lighting and exposing film for his many 
productions. 

He continued, “As yet I have not felt any disadvantage of 
adapting to digital and there have been some truly positive 
outcomes. The simple quick ‘magazine change’ is positive in 
maintaining the flow of energy on the set. With a relatively 
accurate monitor I have been able to film sequences that I 
would not have dared shoot on film. An example of this is 
where our heroine wears an LED miner’s lamp on her head 
and illuminates another character in a scene. The monitor 
indicated that there was light being reflected from the other 
character’s face to eliminate the heroine’s face. Shooting that 
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with film I could not have risked the possibility of a reshoot 
and would have had to find another way of doing it.”

McAlpine uses his two RED Epic cameras as A and B 
cameras on Mental with the majority of the shooting done on 
location and some scenes shot at the Gold Coast Studios.

Commenting on the reliability of the cameras and his 
relationship with Panavision McAlpine said, “The cameras 
have performed very well. We were very lucky that 
Panavision, with their extensive global reach and local 
inventory, were able to supply me with two cameras at very 
short notice and thus help a production with an extremely 
limited budget get made. Panavision was able to bring all 
the elements together and integrate the technology into their 
existing infrastructure without a hitch – in large part due 
to their two excellent and very experienced Queensland-
based engineers. They also helped me with my request to 
use Panavision Primo Zooms and Primes that I have used so 
successfully many times before. As I mentioned, I have a long 
and successful history of working with Panavision and I find 
that they always over deliver and do whatever it takes to help 
make a production happen. I also find that during a shoot 
their support and after sales service is second to none.”
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LEADING THE WAY
BEHIND THE SCENES TRAINING

Panavision MD Martin Cayzer said, “We are very proud that 
Red Epic cameras supplied by Panavision Australia are the 
first Epics to shoot Australian feature productions - Mental and 
Drift. The cameras we supplied Don on Mental came directly 
from international commitments around the world that had only 
wrapped days before and are very much in keeping with our 
aim of bringing the latest technology to our shores as soon as 
it is available. After a 50 film relationship between Don and 
Panavision we are also delighted to be working again with 
such a consummate professional.”

Mental is currently in production in Queensland.

PANAVISION GOES MENTAL
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TRANSVISION SEES CLEAR 
FUTURE WITH ARRI ALEXA

Well known Western Australia-based cinematographer Michael McDermott and his company 
Transvision specialise in commercials, documentaries, features, short films and drama. 

Recently McDermott made the move to the ARRI ALEXA camera and according to the experienced 
DoP he hasn’t looked back.

McDermott explained, “Having used ARRI film cameras 
for some time when I’d made the decision to acquire 

a digital format camera, the choice was clear. In fact, the 
decision to go with ARRI was really made well before the 
ALEXA was released and it was just a matter of waiting. Here 
in Western Australia, we are in many ways the bottom left 
hand corner of the world. Perth is one of the most isolated 
cities on the planet and reliability is paramount. Western 
Australia occupies a massive land area and is subject to 
high temperatures. You can expect to be shooting in remote 
locations prone to wind, dust and salt spray conditions. 
Temperamental equipment can easily take all the fun out of 
your day and is just too risky. My experience with ARRI’s 
pedigree and build quality meant I knew they would construct 
a camera that would cope with what a camera could be 
exposed to.”

Whilst impressed with how far technology had come with 
digital capture cameras in a relatively short time, prior 
to the ALEXA’s release, McDermott had been left a little 
underwhelmed by the images being produced and was still 

very much committed to film. 

He continued, “After the ALEXA was released, I did extensive 
research on the camera’s performance and the aesthetic of 
the pictures it produced. Here it was, a camera that had 
pretty well all the nuance and sensitivity of 35mm in a digital 
format and it was like saddling up to a film camera in its 
operation and function. I purchased an ALEXA SxS Pro Set in 
February 2011 and took delivery of an ALEXA Plus last month. 
The cameras have proven themselves, in a very short time, 
to be everything I expected producing outstanding images 
and giving faultless performance.”

Commenting on the range and functionality of his ALEXAs 
McDermott was particularly impressed with the visuals he is 
able to achieve. He said, “What I like most about the ALEXA 
is the image it produces. The sensitivity and intrinsic image 
quality the sensor captures is just so pleasing. Naturally, 
quality of light and lens has a great deal to do with it but 
attention in those areas are richly rewarded by this camera. In 
saying that, I’ve also found myself turning lights off, such is the 
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speed of the chip. The viewfinder is also outstanding, being 
gentle to your eye for an electronic breed. The menu layout is 
quick, simple and intuitive. And I love the feel of the camera 
to operate.”

McDermott’s range of work is wide and varied, often calling 
on his many years of shooting in demanding conditions to get 
exactly the right footage.

He added, “The nature of work here is all encompassing. 
The ALEXA goes on everything. You will find it on dollies 
and cranes, steadi-cams and remote heads, car rigs and 
helicopters, on shot bags, tripods and hand-held. We will use 
it on TVCs, corporate documentaries, short films, drama series 
and features. We can have the cameras fully accessorised 
or stripped down to very little, such is the versatility of 
this camera system. The cameras are also exposed to all 
environments. In the summer, temperatures can reach 45 
degrees Celsius with sea breezes of 25 knots or more pushing 
sand and salt spray through the atmosphere. Winters are 
milder than the northern hemisphere but it’ll still get down to 
5 degrees C with a fair share of rain and storms. The north 
of the state is dry and dusty until the wet season hits bringing 
tropical deluges and suffocating humidity. Or we’re shooting 
in an air conditioned studio or house location.”

For a company such as Transvision the quality and reliability 
of the cameras they use has been paramount in its continued 
growth and success. In addition comprehensive support from 
manufacturers has also been key and invaluable.

McDermott concluded, “The cameras have performed 
flawlessly. Everyone loves using them. Directors love seeing 
their visions on screen. Clients and agencies love the 
pictures they’re getting. Grips and camera assistants love 
flying them and editors were astounded by how easy the 
workflow was. Their systems breathed in the files like air. 
Producers love everything about them. The ALEXA is simply 
the most well thought out digital capture system delivering 
the most aesthetically pleasing pictures available today. 
The relationship with Stefan Sedlmeier at ARRI Australia was 
pivotal in making our purchase of the ALEXAs the complete 

experience. Both camera packages were tailored to suit 
so I wasn’t buying things I didn’t need. Stefan, along with 
Senior Service Engineer Rey Adia, were fully supportive of 
my situation here in the west and have been accessible and 
generous from research to pre-delivery, delivery and after 
sales service and back-up. Two days ago, I was exploring 
the option of shooting anamorphic for a client, I rang Stefan 
to talk about it with him. Three hours later I had the first 
anamorphic licence installed ALEXA in Australia. In short, 
ARRI’s service and support is second to none.”

For more information on Michael McDermott and Transvision 
go to: www.transvision.com.au

TRANSVISION CLEAR FUTURE
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VIDEOCRAFT PROVIDES MULTI-CAMERA 
SOLUTION FOR DALAI LAMA 2011 

TOUR OF AUSTRALIA
Recently His Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama, the 
spiritual leader of the Tibetan people, visited 
Australia for the eighth time. As part of his tour 
of Melbourne, Canberra, Brisbane and Perth 
a full broadcast production crew followed the 
Dalai Lama and his entourage recording their 
movements and each of the teachings he gave.

In charge of shooting the live shows was Xander Collier 
of Dragonfly Productions. Collier said, “Earlier this year 

I accepted the job of directing and producing the Dalai 
Lama’s 2011 Australian Tour’s live shows which consisted 
of His Holiness’ teachings, a series of public conversations, 
media events, private audiences, lunches and a concert in 
Perth. We needed to create a high quality production and 
shoot this tour in HD as all previous tours had been shot 
SD and varied widely in camera formats across the country 
letting the production down. It was clear from the start that 
I needed to put together a high-end travelling production kit 
that would tailor to the events in every state and that could be 
easily integrated into the venues. The kit would also have to 
provide excellent quality footage which we could web stream 
to viewers across the country, internationally and ultimately 
be used for the DVD production of box sets at the end of the 
tour.”

Collier began his search for the right production kit with a call 
to Videocraft. He continued, “As soon as I got the approval 
for this production my first call was to Nick Gleeson, Rentals 
Manager at Videocraft Sydney. I have a long history with 
the Sydney office for a number of reasons - firstly they can 
supply quality products. Secondly and more importantly they 
really look after their clients whether you’re a first time hirer 
or returning customer - the quality of support, service and 
professionalism I believe is unlike any other rental house in the 
country.”

Collier’s requirements were specific and he knew he needed 
not only the right kit but also a high level of confidence in his 
equipment supplier and SI partner.

He added, “After the first meeting at Videocraft it was clear 
that I really had nothing to worry about from an equipment 
perspective. Nick and the team not only educated me in up to 
date equipment and add ons but opened my eyes on all the 
equipment that would, in the end, save us time in setup and 
production. The main elements for the kit we chose consisted 
of the Videocraft ‘FlyAway Production Kit’ (Panasonic AV-
HS400 vision mixer, monitoring and audio all in one box), 

XDCAM PDW700 and PDWF800 cameras and XDCAM 
workflow and storage solutions. We chose the FlyAway 
Production Kit as it’s a custom designed, specialised system 
built with the user in mind and has everything required to put 
together a full broadcast quality OB. The versatile kit also 
allowed us to record live to disk and simultaneously stream to 
the web.”

Xander Collier’s comprehensive mobile production solution 
supplied by Videocraft consisted of the Videocraft FlyAway 
Production Kit, four Sony XDCAM 700 and 800 camera kits 
with on board LCD monitors and zoom/focus demands, Sony 
Diversity Radio Receivers/Transmitters, three Canon 40x Tele 
Lenses, one Canon 22x lens, two Sony XDCAM EX3s, three 
Sony PDWHD1500 Professional Disc Recorders, a Panasonic 
AVHS400 vision switcher, Panasonic LCD Monitors, Sony 
Lipstick cameras with wide angle lenses, Go Pro cameras, 
Rode shotgun NTG3 mics, Dedos/Kinoflos, four Apple 
MacBook Pros, three 6Tb RAID systems and 50Gb Sony 
Optical Discs.

Commenting on the equipment he rented Collier said, “The 
best piece of equipment for me would of have to have been 
the Videocraft FlyAway Production Kit. It’s a little road beast. 
We had various cameras running numerous video signals 
into the kit as well as laptops with content and playback. We 
were able to supply numerous programme outs to venues and 
media and also to our live streaming webcast. It saved us a 
massive amount of time on set up in every state - just position, 
take off the attached doors either side, patch in and you’re 
in business. It was quick, easy to set up, had all the I/Os we 
required and was compact where space and time were two 
major issues.”

For the tour Collier and his production crew recorded XDCAM 
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HD straight to 50Gb optical discs so they could ingest by 
file transfer straight into portable edit suite. The crew were 
also providing programme outputs from the kit for the venues’ 
large screen systems, overspill and uplinking to Federation 
Square in Melbourne and live web streams for interstate 
and international audiences. Programme audio was wireless 
directly from the audio desk mix to the Sony transmitter 
and received via the Sony receivers onboard the XDCAM 
cameras.

Collier added, “Even the fact that we were using optical 
discs, stock of which was completely touch and go with the 
global shortage at the time, wasn’t an issue as Videocraft 
helped us quite considerably with a combination of hire and 
new stock. As the optical discs came in on disc changes 
we were connecting up to the Apple MacBook Pros and 
downloading via the PDWHD1500s straight to the RAID 
systems and taking the files through XDCAM Transfer 
providing manageable files for the edit in FCP.”

With shooting environments as diverse as The Main Plenary 
Hall in the Melbourne Exhibition and Convention Centre, the 
Canberra Royal Theatre in the Canberra Convention Centre 
and the Burswood Dome in Perth, Collier and his team had a 
plethora of logistical shooting issues to overcome.

He said, “Essentially the majority of the time it was His 
Holiness sitting on the throne or lounge so typical shots for 
this were wide shots, MidCU, CU, ECU on objects and 
side MidCU/CU. For some events I added slow tracks 
or movement and tried to keep it fluid as there were also 
prayers, singing by Tibetan monks, mountain songs and 
performances. Different events called for different variations 
in shot size and fluidity for example the teachings are, in 
essence, religious events as opposed to a more candid public 
conversation or the concert in Perth where there was nothing 
but roaming, tracking and slow movements. However, some 
creative choices were obviously restricted due to budget, 
venue and audience seating allocations.”

In addition to the equipment Videocraft also supplied onsite 
technical experts for the entire tour.

Collier commented, “I would totally recommend renting this 
kind of kit from Videocraft. I had never had the need to hire 
this kind of kit before but with the help of Videocraft and their 
tech assistants we were able to unload, setup and be ready 
within two hours of walking into each venue. There are no 
installations, its easy to use and the kit has everything built in: 
switching, audio processing monitoring and comms – its all in 
the box. Traditionally you would need an OB van to provide 
this level of equipment, but the Videocraft FlyAway Production 
System is an inexpensive way to boost the production’s value 
and take it to a new level whether it be a small corporate 
event, concert or television show. Videocraft have custom 
built these systems with their hands-on knowledge of what a 
production and user would need out of this equipment, how it 
will be operated, and how it needs to integrate with a wide 

variety of delivery platforms.”

With the tour wrapped and a great success Collier took time 
to reflect on what had been a truly worthwhile technology 
partnership. He concluded, “I have had a great relationship 
with Videocraft since 2004 and they are my preferred 
equipment and sales house. Right from the beginning 
Videocraft has been amazing! Every time you walk in the 
door, whether its a small low budget project or a huge 
monster production their level of detail, expertise and 
professionalism is the exactly the same. Videocraft helped me 
right from the get go with the Dalai Lama tour and were eager 
to get stuck in as soon as I could give them booking dates. 
Faced with two weeks of production in four states they were 
available at any time in pre production to discuss the job and 
assisted in everything from equipment hire, tests, hardware 
recommendations and sales, to logistics and working out a 
schedule for shipping a variety of gear all around the country 
– and they were able to coordinate it all. I took two technical 
assistants on the road for the duration of the tour and nothing 
was too difficult. Setups and pack downs were simple and 
fast and between them both I felt confident to be able to give 
them instructions and tasks and be able to cross them off my 
list and not have to worry about them again. All the while 
Videocraft’s Sydney, Canberra and Melbourne offices were 
on call with whatever we needed at any time whether it be 
additional equipment or technical support. I don’t know how 
much more confident you could feel in an equipment supplier 
and systems integrator!”

The Videocraft supplied production kit in use on the 2011 Dalai 
Lama Tour of Australia.

DALAI LAMA 2011
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DAY 1 I felt it only fair that the first film I see should be a 
Polish one. I decided upon Daas shot by Arkadiusz Tomiak. 
The film is set in the second half of 18th century Poland and 
deals with religion and secular activities, centered around a 
central character, Jacub Frank, the film is really well shot and 
easy to follow. This was a good start! From the theatre, a 
short walk to the University of Economics for the John Seale 
Masterclass. During the 4 hours, 300 others and myself 
experienced something never to be forgotten. John, as we 
all know, is a fantastic speaker and communicator, and the 
audience, including myself were spellbound as he spoke 
about his beginnings, his philosophies on the industry, how 
much he loved operating, and the relationship between 
Cinematographer and Director. The why and how he shoots 
the way he does, methodology and the emotional and 
physical effect the camera can have on screen performance, 

PLUS CAMERIMAGE XIX 
BY RON JOHANSON ACS

working with actors, as a cinematographer and the 
importance of that relationship. New technologies and the 
impact they will have in the very near future and the reasons 
why all young cinematographers must listen, but speak with 
their own voices.

I headed back to the main Opera Nova building to see 
the array of equipment on display from ARRI, Panavision, 
Hawk, Panasonic, Kodak and many others. I finished the 
day by attending a screening of the documentary Sarah 
Palin: You Betcha!, which was a fascinating insight into the 
machinations of this woman, and then ended the day with a 
short film shot by Haskell Wexler ASC, about the movement 
against capitalism in the US. Haskell hosted a Q&A after the 
screening, with the Director/Cinematographer of the Sarah 
Palin documentary, Joan Churchill ASC. 

Haskell Wexler ASC, is a living legend, a marvellous 
filmmaker and is very outspoken on issues that concern him. 
I, like many others grew up watching his films such as; 
Medium Cool, Who’s Afraid of Virginia Wolf, Thomas 
Crown Affair, Bound for Glory, In the Heat of the Night, The 
Conversation, and the list goes on and on. 

That was Day 1 for me, and as I headed back to my hotel, 

Nothing can really prepare you for what is Plus 
Camerimage. It is a true sensory experience, 

not only if you are a cinematographer, but also 
if you are a lover of all things cinematic. Keep in 
mind that Camerimage is the only Festival of its 
kind dedicated to the art of cinematography.

The host city, Bydgoszcz is not only one of 
Poland’s most dynamic, business-oriented cities 
with its large inland port, but also has a long 
history dating back to the Middle Ages. I was 
expecting not to be able to see, or attend every 
screening, seminar or masterclass, as that would 
be impossible, such is the amount of material 
available. It is, as I’ve said before, a visual feast of 
all things relating to cinematography.

DAY 1 - John Seale ACS ASC Master Class
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I was already planning the next couple of days in my 
somewhat jet lagged mind. There was so much to choose 
from, the Albert Mayles Masterclass and retrospective, the 
Todd Haynes & Ed Lachman retrospective, see as many of 
John Seale’s films as possible, or see all the main films in 
competition, which included; Coriolanus: Barry Ackroyd 
BSC, Melancholia: Manuel Alberto Claro, The Prize: 
Wojciech Staron, Wuthering Heights: Robbie Ryan, Rose: 
Piotr Sobocinski Jr., or the Tree Of Life: Emmanuel Lubezki. 
These were only some of the films screening in the main 
competition. Spoilt for choice, that’s the dilemma you face 
with Camerimage.

DAY 2 started with viewing of two sessions of Student films. 
ACS member and AFTRS student, Boris Vymenets, shot one 
of the films, Moth. The film received an enthusiastic response 
from the audience including the customary round of applause 
when the cinematographers name appeared on screen.

I also had the opportunity to attend an IMAGO Masterclass 
with Roberto Schaefer ASC AIC (Quantum of Solace, The 

Kite Runner) and Oliver Stapleton BSC (The Proposal, Ned 
Kelly, The Shipping News) The topic was “Choosing the Right 
Tools for the Job”. Both men spoke about ensuring that the 
right decision is made, for the right reasons when deciding 
what equipment and format to shoot the project on. Roberto 
Schaefer spoke passionately about the art of cinematography 
and the learning process with new and ever emerging 
technologies.

Finished the day with a screening of John Seale’s film The 
Perfect Storm Wolfgang Peterson’s film, shot by John Seale 
and then the acclaimed and very human film The Havre shot 
by Timo Salminen and afterwards attended the Panavision 
dinner, hosted by the ever-enthusiastic Phil Radin from 
Panavision LA.

DAY 3 was another brisk, overcast day and first cab 
off the rank was an ARRI Masterclass with esteemed 
cinematographer, Michael Seresin BSC (Midnight Express, 
Sleeping Dogs, Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban). 
Michael appears to be a very casual guy, but his body of 

work and his collaborations 
contradict this. He explained 
how he loves to manipulate 
light, particularly the way light 
fall on faces, and how he 
enjoys the darkness in scenes, 
and is drawn to scripts that 
have a dark side to them, 
as it allows him to explore, 
via his cinematography, the 
range of both his, and the 
imagination of the audience. 
He explained the pros and 
cons of the ARRI Alexa and 
demonstrated a very simple 
lighting exercise with the new 
ARRI Alexa Studio camera 
and the small, hand held “M” 
model, which are both very 

DAY 2 - IMAGO Master Class

DAY 2 - L-R Oliver Stapleton BSC, RJ, John Seale ACS ASC

CAMERIMAGE XIX
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exciting additions to the Alexa range. I had the opportunity to 
suggest to Michael that when he was home in New Zealand, 
he may like to travel across the ditch to host a Q&A for us. If 
time permits, he would be delighted, was his response.

Kodak hosted a seminar titled “Film Matters” dealing with the 
release of their new 50D stock and other issues relating to the 
obvious benefits associated with film as opposed to data, with 
storage and archiving being a main feature of the discussion. 
Of course film is still considered by many to be the number 1 
capture material, and I think many of us, world wide have a 
true emotional attachment to film, for it’s rendering of colour 
and tone, it’s subtleties and its tactility. But one has to be 
honest and admit that digital capture is certainly very popular 
with many advantages, and keeping us all honest, and with 
an open mind.

The day finished with a screening of Terence Malick’s film, 
Tree of Life, beautifully shot by Emanuel Lubezki ASC AMC, 
followed by the Kodak dinner.

DAY 4 started early with a very informative seminar hosted by 
the German society, the BVK and dealt with the complex issue 
of Authorship Rights. Specifically relating to the iconic German 
film Das Boot and those rights sought by cinematographer, 
Jost Vaccano BVK (Total Recall, Showgirls, Robocop, Starship 
Troopers). Das Boot was shot in 1981, and Jost Vaccano, 
has been seeking Authorship Rights as a co-author of the film 
since the early 90’s. A recent decision by the German courts, 
has at last given him those rights. A truly landmark decision, 
that I’m told is being challenged. A transcript of the seminar 
will be available on the ACS web site soon.

Following the seminar were two screenings, a Polish film The 

Mole with Piotr Rosolowski behind the lens, and one from the 
UK, Wuthering Heights shot by young Irish cinematographer, 
Robbie Ryan. Both these films are recommended viewing, 
given the fact they are stylistically vastly different, but both very 
good. I couldn’t resist seeing Witness for about the fifth time 
and the Q&A that John Seale hosted following the screening 
was, as always, entertaining and informative. The audiences 
hung on his every translated word.

I finished the day with a seminar given by Haskell Wexler 
ASC, on the responsibilities, we as cinematographers have 
as communicators. Something to think about, given the fact 
that the importance of the cinematographer is perceived to be 
eroding. Haskell certainly believes we do have an important 
and ongoing role to play in continued communication to 
audiences, particularly via the documentary genre.

DAY 5 was the final day of the Festival, and for me it began 
with a French, Portugese and Lithuanian co production, The 
House that was shot by cinematographers Sharunas Bartas 
& Rimvydas Leipus. This is a very stylised and complex 
story about the people who live in a large house in the 
European countryside. There are many comings and goings 
within the house itself. These activities are seen through the 
eyes of the owner, a young man. It’s a very dark film, with 
long establishing shots and very little camera movement. 
Nevertheless, it’s very engaging because of the diverse 
characters and the way the material has been handled.

As this was the final day, it marked the occasion of the Grand 
Presentation Ceremony at the Opera Nova complex. This 
was the culmination of the Festival and audiences of around 
800 people were there to see the recipients of the various 
Camerimage awards receive them. Here are the complete results.

DAY 3 - Michael Seresin BSC

CAMERIMAGE XIX
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MAIN COMPETITION 

The Golden Frog: IN DARKNESS
cin. Jolanta Dylewska dir. Agnieszka Holland

The Silver Frog: NADER AND SIMIN, A SEPARATION 
cin. Mahmoud Kalari dir. Asghar Farhadi

The Bronze Frog: WUTHERING HEIGHTS
cin. Robbie Ryan  dir. Andrea Arnold

POLISH FILMS COMPETITION
under the patronage of Plus network operator

The Best Polish Film: SUICIDE ROOM
cin. Radosław Ładczuk dir. Jan Komasa

STUDENT ETUDES COMPETITION

Laszlo Kovacs Student Award - The Golden Tadpole: FINALE
cin. Balazs Revesz dir. Balazs Simonyi

Fotografus Foundation and School for the Hungarian Film & 
Photography 

The Silver Tadpole: NORMAL PEOPLE
cin. Nicolas Villegas Hernandez dir. Piotr Złotorowicz

National Łódz Film School

The Bronze Tadpole: RAJU
cin. Sin Huh   dir. Max Zahle

Hamburg Media School

FEATURE LENGTH DOCUMENTARY FILMS 
COMPETITION

under the patronage of Discovery Networks CEEMEA

The Golden Frog — Grand Prix: DOCTORS
cin. Tomasz Wolski  dir. Tomasz Wolski

The Special Mention: BLINDING
cin. Steve Sanguedolce  dir. Steve Sanguedolce

SHORT DOCUMENTARY FILMS COMPETITION
under the patronage of Discovery Networks CEEMEA 

The Golden Frog — Grand Prix: PAPARAZZI
cin. Łukasz Zal, Piotr Bernas dir. Piotr Bernas

The Special Mention: ARGENTINEAN LESSON
cin. Wojciech Staron  dir. Wojciech Staron

DIRECTORS’ DEBUTS COMPETITION

The Best Director Debut: BREATHING
cin. Martin Gschlacht  dir. Karl Markovics

CINEMATOGRAPHERS’ DEBUTS COMPETITION

The Best Cinematographer Debut: SUICIDE ROOM
cin. Radosław Ładczuk  dir. Jan Komasa

MUSIC VIDEOS COMPETITION

The Best Music Video: MANCHESTER ORCHESTRA 
        “SIMPLE MATH” 
cin. Jackson Hunt   dir. DANIELS 

The Best Cinematography in a Music Video: DU “SO HOT”
cin. Karl Erik Brøndbo     dir. Karl Erik Brøndbo, Solfrid Kjets

Of special importance to us, of course, was the presentation 
to John Seale AM ACS ASC of his Lifetime Achievement 
Award. John was gracious and as always, humble when he 
accepted this prestigious and much deserved Award. Sitting 
in that audience of only a handful of Australians, I felt very 
proud indeed.

Camerimage is a true testament to the kindred spirit, and 
brotherhood that exists between cinematographers, indeed 
filmmakers, from all corners of the globe. I encourage all of 
you to attend Camerimage at least once, if at all possible. 
It will certainly open your eyes to all sorts of possibilities, 
and afford you the opportunity to speak with and listen to 
the wisdom and experiences of a multitude of true cinematic 
artists. In spite of so much technological change, the 
cinematographer remains, in my view, the person who pilots 

the ship through uncharted waters to enable the Director to 
arrive safely, having realised his vision.

My sincere thanks to the wonderful people of Bydgoszcz, 
Poland for their hospitality, their encouragement and 
enthusiasm. Their knowledge and love of the art of cinema 
leaves me lost for words.

To the organisors and staff of Camerimage, thank you for the 
opportunity to be a part of something that is truly very special 
and inspirational. To Festival Director, Marek Zydowicz along 
with ACS friend and Honorary member, Marek Zebrowski, 
Kamil Horodecki and Kazik Suwala, thank you for your 
kindness and your generosity of spirit. I trust our paths will 
cross again in the very near future. Perhaps even Camerimage 
2012, the twentieth anniversary.

Plus CAMERIMAGE 2011 - JURY VERDICTS 
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BY DAMIAN PARER Official AIF Photographer

SALT- Australian Army Journal Vol. 5 
No. 10  18 Jan., 1943

During July, last year, I went along to our force facing the 
Japs at Lae and Salamaua in the north of New Guinea. 

With the assistance of able New Guinea bushman, I was 
able to get quite close to the enemy and learn something of 
his methods and ability. This was my first contact with the 
Jap,. and I was not very impressed with his qualities as a 
fighter. Actually, these Japs were only a second-rate type; 
quite inferior to the jungle-trained troops we were to encounter 
later in the fight over the Owen Stanleys.

I didn’t realise that then, and returned to Moresby full of hot 
air about how easily our boys would mop them up. Then 
came the enemy landing and his advance to Kokoda. With 
two correspondents, I went up the trail towards Kokoda. 
What a shock was awaiting for me when we arrived at the 
front! The poor type of Jap I had seen in Salamaua was here 
replaced by the wily, well-trained jungle fighter. Here was the 
cream of the Jap army, trained in tactics which Jap leaders 
had long been perfecting. They had thought of the type and 
weight of weapons, equipment, food and clothing - and 
all their natural cunning and deception that had gone into 
perfecting that technique which played so large a part in their 
lightning advance on the south.

It was a new type of warfare for our troops, and they had to 
get much of their jungle training while they fought. How did 
they take to it? Recent progress of the war in that area has 
shown that they have proved masters of jungle fighting. But 
the early days were full of surprises for them, though, when 
they settled down to the jungle idea, they adapted themselves 
to the Jap’s methods - and handed him back his own tricks, 
with some grim Aussie variations.

At that stage, what success our men had was due largely 
to their own versatility and adaptability - two strong traits 
in the Australian soldier - plus their previous training, 
and experience, in some cases, in other theatres of war. 
Incidentally, Australians in New Guinea who have had 
previous Middle East experience are most emphatic as to 
which type of fighting they prefer - the hot sands of the desert.

One great advantage of the Middle East was that food was 
nearly always plentiful, though somewhat monotonous, and it 
was always possible to get some sort of camp luxuries, such 
as cigarettes, sweets, magazines or playing cards; also, two 
days’ journey in a truck could bring you back to a large town 
for leave, from most parts of the desert.

In the Owen Stanley fighting most of these things were 
unobtainable - certainly the leave part of it - and thrown in, in 
heart-breaking measure, were the steep, slippery mountains 
and the oppressive humidity of the tropics.

In the desert there was generally plenty of motor transport and 

plenty of food - the 
old stand-by of bully 
beef and M and 
V,and, most important 
tea with sugar and 
milk. Few who have 
not been there realise 
how important tea is 
in battle areas. Tea, 
hot and gallons of 
it. To those tattered 
remnants of the Crete 
battle, those gaunt 
men on the Owen Stanleys, those air crews after a hard 
long flight and to naval men too - a drink of tea is just plain 
heaven.

Once, to get satisfactory pictures, I spent most of seven days 
up a tree with my camera.

Although I have not seen the pictures I took, Iam told that my 
discomforture was justified by the result. It may sound funny 
that a photographer shouldn’t see the pictures he takes, but 
this frequently occurs when the subject involves security; in any 
case, when working out in the jungle or the desert, there are 
seldom facilities for developing film on the spot and it is sent 
back to the laboratories in Sydney.

Although I’ve been with infantry in action in both Middle 
East and New Guinea, I haven’t had an opportunity to 
film enemy personnel while actually fighting. Close contact 
photography of this nature is very rare. First of all you’ve got 
to be on the spot when an action starts, then the enemy has to 
show himself - which he is careful not to do - and then, to be 
reasonable sure of taking the picture you need to have some 
sort of cover yourself and that usually means that your mobility 
is limited.

In my experience the biggest risks do not necessarily result in 
the best picture. One nasty spell I’ve had was with the infantry 
attacking the aerodrome at Derna. There was heavy cross-
fire from rifles and machine guns, which I didn’t think many 
of the boys would live through, though it turned out that the 
casualties were remarkable light, but the pictures of the action 
were only fair. Often, on the other hand, when you don’t think 
the ‘shooting’ will provide much at all, you find out later that 
you have got excellent results.

Quite a number of war photographs (not counting duds) never 
reach the public. They don’t pass the censor. Often, as might 
be expected these are the most interesting, both pictorially 
and for the story behind them.

Among the enemy personalities I have photographed was 
General von Ravenstein, commander of the 21st Panzer 
Division, whom some of our boys captured (in the Western 
Desert) late in 1941. The general was sent to Tobruk. There 
I used to see him taking daily exercise in the streets under 

SHOOTING THE WAR
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guard, and naturally I 
set out to get his picture. 
At first he was not very 
willing, but I persisted, 
putting my requests 
through our Intelligence 
Officer. Al last the 
general consented, 
stating that he supposed 
we would eventually get 
his picture anyway. He 
preferred, if he were 
to be photographed, o 
have it done properly. 
His dignity, when he 
subsequently posed for 

me, was quite impressive.

My first ground experience of mass bombing raids was 
at the Greek town of Eliasson. We were stationed near 
there the day it was raided. Ron Williams, one of the war 
correspondents with us, had a hunch in the morning that 
Eliasson would be raided during the day. So we took up 
positions on a vine-clad hill overlooking the town,settled down 
to have lunch there and wait for things to happen. They did. 
At about 1.30 the first German planes came over - just a 
couple of them - then more, and, at about 4.30 the last lot, 
about 40. The earlier raiders were light bombers but the later 
raids were carried out by heavies.

As they came over they dropped their ‘eggs’ at a point 
behind where we were waiting. We watched the bombs drift 
over hour heads and explode on the town before us. It was 
an appalling sight. The explosions did great damage, killing 
many of the people who remained in the town. Away from 
the town stretched a string of refugees - not fleeing, just calmly 
moving off with what possessions they could carry.

For the sake of our work, we were lucky to have been on 
the spot, and the pictures are some of the best I have been 
able to get. But what struck me most, at the time, was the 
horror and callousness, and the terror of mass bombing. I then 
realised, as others have done, the infinitely greater terrorising 
effect of this form of attack over the dive-bombing which I had 
experienced before.

I have been on a number of bombing raids myself and got 
pretty good pictures from them, though, candidly, I don’t like 
this work. I’d a lot sooner film the war on the ground.

Apart from photographing from the air, the nature of the 
country in the Middle East lent itself far more to the camera 
that did the country around the operation areas in New 
Guinea. In the Middle East there were frequent opportunities 
to take good panoramic views of battlefields, for instance. 
This was not so in the Owen Stanleys. As a result New 
Guinea films are centered almost entirely on the boys 
themselves, and it was almosr impossible to have a long 
sequence which did not include a big number of close-ups of 
personnel - in the jungle you’re either right in or right out.

Middle East pictures, on the other hand, often show men 

moving or in action in the middle distance and background. 
I think that this is a characteristic difference between any 
pictures taken in those two battle areas, and that accounts for 
many of the New Guinea pictures having a lot more human 
interest than Middle East pictures.

In making the Kokoda road film I had a stroke of luck to find, 
returning to base, the battalion which had been first to contact 
the Jap; had fought him for six weary weeks and was now 
coming out for a long overdue spell. The boys were shadows 
of their former selves.

I asked the CO if he would let me photograph a parade of 
the depleted battalion - to help tell Australia, in some measure 
what the boys had been through. He suggested that I wait 
till they reached base and the boys were cleaned up a bit. I 
explained that this would ruin the whole effect. The following 
morning, in a dull jungle light those battered men paraded. It 
was one of the most moving spectacles I have ever seen.

Technically, i was most interested in the shots showing the 
rain coming down. As a rule, rain is a most difficult thing to 
photograph and I had not thought of doing any rain shots 
until one day, while in a native hut I noticed the rain dripping 
down from the grass roof, with the light behind it. I looked 
through the lens and it showed up so well I took about a 
dozen shots.

My favourite shot in the Kokoda film is one showing two rain-
drenched soldiers walking casually through that awful rain. 
The people composing the newsreel built up the sequence so 
well that every time it comes to that shot my stomach seems to 
shrivel up in sympathy for those lads: they have been through 
every sort of hardship: even that torrential rain cannot stir them.

These jungle hardships make me think ot what our men must 
have endured in the mud and slush of the French winters in 
the last war. This struck me when, a few weeks ago, I was 
looking through Will Dyson’s book of sketches, showing 
Australians on the Somme in 1917. In these magnificent 
drawings, by his powers of observation and great artistic 
ability he penetrated the minds of those men of the 1st AIF 
and expressed their feelings in a way that none of us has 
rivalled in any pictorial medium.

As far as film is concerned I feel that we haven’t exploited its 
possibilities at all. Within its limitations it should be possible 
to follow, in a faltering way, in Dyson’s footsteps. Then, by  
painstaking observation and hard work, we may be able 
to give to our own and future generations a true picture of 
Australians in this war.

To end, a story about Timor. When it was known at 
headquarters that I wanted to go out and photograph some 
action, this signal was sent to the leader of  a forward patrol: 
“Newsreel cameraman leaving for your HQ in search of action 
pictures. If possible hold off burning of Z-----(Japanese base) and 
offensive moves towards Moabisse until his arrival stop.”

This was the reply “Observation post reports that 200 boongs 
(pro-Jap natives) approaching our area. X and Y in action 
positions. No details of contact yet. Will delay burning of Z----- 
if possible. Now bring on your cameraman.”
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DIGITAL DIMENSIONS USES FUJINON LENSES ON 
GREAT BARRIER REEF SERIES FOR BBC TV, DISCOVERY 
CHANNEL AND CHANNEL 9 AUSTRALIA

Digital Dimensions, the award-winning multimedia 
production house based in Cairns and Townsville, is 

co-producing a 3 x 1 hour series on the Great Barrier Reef 
together with the BBC, Discovery and Channel 9 Australia. 
The series is being filmed on a combination of HDCAM 
and Varicam both above and below the water. One of 
the directors of Digital Dimensions Richard Fitzpatrick is the 
Director of Photography for the series and is also the producer 
of one of the episodes. Filming over the series was conducted 
in the tropical rainforest, salt flats, mangroves, sea grass beds, 
extreme depths, coral gardens and out in the open ocean.

Commenting on their choice of Fujinon lenses for the series 
Fitzpatrick said, “Digital Dimensions is supplying all the high 
definition equipment for the production and has had a long 
standing relationship with Fujinon for over 13 years. We have 
Fujinon HD 4.5x14 and Fujinon 22x7.8 as well as Fujinon 
C mount lenses for our Iconix setups. Fujinon long lenses were 
also rented for the production. Working in remote locations 
with the camera operator, often on their own so they could 
be close to nature meant that only one lens would be taken 
at a time. Both the wide and the standard gave enough 
freedom in their range that we where able to compose the 

necessary shots to get a great sequence. The Fujinon HD 
wide was primarily used by the topside crew filming tropical 
rainforests, mangroves and the birds and turtles of the sand 
cays of the reef. On top of that we were in extremely remote 
areas. The boat trips to some locations would take three days 
each way. On the sand cays the temperatures were well over 
38 degrees and we were facing a camera operator’s worst 
nightmare - salt water and sand. The lenses were also using 
inside custom built underwater housings down to 40 metres.” 

Australia’s Great Barrier Reef is an icon, one of the natural 
wonders of the world and the largest living structure on our 
planet. This three part television series is a definitive, in depth 
portrait of this biological miracle, exploring its full 2000 
kilometer length and complexity of life. It will reveal the secrets 
of the reef - how it was created, how it works, the intricate 
relationships between its inhabitants and how climate change 
and other factors might shape its future. The latest specialist 
filming and visual techniques will capture the magic of the reef 
as it has never been seen before, Cutting edge underwater 
macro and digital time-lapse photography, and novel views 
from space, will provide completely new perspectives on this 
natural wonder. from its immense scale to the most intimate 

Fujinon lenses in use on The Great Barrier Reef Series shot by Digiital Dimensions.
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detail of the lives of individual animals

The first film explores how the extraordinary structure of the 
Great Barrier Reef was created and continues to flourish – 
despite its position in some of the most nutrient poor waters in 
the world.  It looks at the multiple interactions of the creatures 
of the reef, how they compete and co-operate in this intensely 
crowded world and how they respond to daily, tidal and 
seasonal rhythms. This film reveals the significance of the 
Great Barrier Reef to the world and how its own future is 
intimately linked with global weather patterns and climate.

Picture credits

Fujinon lenses in use on The Great Barrier Reef Series shot by 
Digital Dimensions

GREAT BARRIER REEF
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HAVE STEENBECK - WILL TRAVEL
Butch Calderwood takes tea with Barbara Campbell and hears about a remarkable film The Eastern Front.

I was working for the United Nations, New York, in the 50s 
as a statistician but when I had to fill out any professional 

forms I always put statistician/filmmaker. There weren’t any 
Russians working in the lower level then but when I went 
several years there were lots of Russians and I worked with 
them. They were children in the war and I got to know them 
and how they felt about it. They referred to it as second 
Patriotic War; the first Patriotic War was against Napoleon. 

I got on very well with the Russians and I always got the 
best marks for my relationship with the staff so I think they 
might have deliberately put me with them. They would talk 
about gross domestic product and that kind of business, a 
system that is governed by the Statistical Commission that 
the countries of the world have accepted. You know the 
definitions of what goes into it and that kind of thing whereas 
the Communist countries have a thing called Commicon and 
they only included in production when you make something 
physical and so they have a different definition of our 
gross national production. Every now and then they would 
disappear and go back to their mission which wasn’t very 
far the UN to have a pep talk. They could have easily left 

and they were very keen on going downtown to warehouses 
where they could buy refrigerators and stuff like that they could 
take back to Russia.

I worked with 2 Ukrainians who sat opposite me in the 
office. One of them would sometimes talk about the war and 
how they would get the Germans to give them something as  
children do and things like that. The whole was a horror and 
if Russia hadn’t stopped the onslaught of Germany, goodness 
knows where they would be now. The climate overtook the 
Germans then as it had Napoleon.

UN repatriated me to Sydney. Opposite the Russian 
Consulate in Woollahra there is a big block of flats and 
at some point I got a call from someone in Foreign Affairs 
Department saying would you come and talk to him about 
what I was doing there. I would charge up, park my car 
and go in. They must have been watching the consulate from 
the block of flats. They made an excuse  that there was new 
young consul and they wanted to know what I thought of him 
but I think they really wanted to know what I was doing.

PHOTO by Jacob Barker
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HAVE STEENBECK WILL TRAVEL

I figured it out at one stage I made The Eastern Front  for 
$9,000. That doesn’t include the work I put into it or the 
travel which I didn’t have to pay for. The film consists of five 
minutes I shot at the War Memorial in Irkutsk and five minutes 
of newsreel which I got from the archives in Rozelle. The rest 
of it is twenty minutes of stills which the editing made it look 
like action. I got that from the consulate in Woollahra. There 
was a nice young chap there who did the Russian voice over 
part. There were also pamphlets that the Russians liked to put 
outside Catholic churches. To take real photographs would 
hve cost a fortune so they gave me permission to use them 
and they were delighted and surprised that anybody would 
do it.

I used a lot of Russian poetry and Russian music which is 
unusual for a war film. I got permission to use the music 
otherwise it would have cost a fortune. I suppose they wre so 
surprised that some non USSR person would want a film about 
the Eastern front. While travelling we landed at - I forget the 
name but it started with a K and I was struck by the fact that 
all the clocks were wrong. They were all on Moscow time 
and the time zone was seven hours different to Moscow; 
everyone had to do their own little equation if they wanted to 
know the real time.

There was one little problem in the Soviet Union. I was filming 
the children doing guard duty and laying flowers at the War 
Memorial at Kiev and at the back of the memorial I went up 
a little hill and a few workmen shouted at me so I just took 
shots from behind the memorial and I think they just did it as a 
matter of principle. That was the only time I got into trouble.

I thought my film had been lost in the mists of time but Ross 
Adams phoned me a couple of  months ago. Ross is the 
Coordinator of the Lithgow Valley Film Society and was 
helping a friend in Canberra to sort through 1,000 16mm 
films and came across the title and thought it would be an 
excellent short to screen on Anzac Day. His friend then said 
it was the only copy so be careful. Ross screened it at home 
and saw Barbara Campbell as Producer/Director/Editor and 
it was my film.

Barbara had a 16mm Steenbeck editing table and when 
she was repatriated the UN sent it along. I asked what had 
happened to it and was told it is in the back room, if you 
want to see it. Barbara lives in Lithgow, NSW.

PHOTO by Jacob Barker
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THE FILM LIFE OF 
THE LATE ERIC 
KENNING 
BY ROBERT HARGRAVES ACS

There must be very few friendships that began because of 
a mouse plague.   Ours did. It began one night in the 

late 1950s or early 60s when I was doing the night shift 
on a Southern Queensland radio station.  The phone rang 
and a gravelly voice said, “I’m Ted Gaye, the news editor 
at Channel 9 in Brisbane. I understand you have a mouse 
plague up there”.

“We have” I replied.

“Look, I’m sending a cameraman to cover it…could you look 
after him?” Gaye responded, and that is how we met.

Eric was one of those whose hobby and principal youthful 
interest became his life’s work. Fascinated by film and the 
telling of stories, he won his first national film competition 
at the age of 14.  That film, on 8mm stock, was to be the 
beginning of a successful career that would take  him all over 
Australia and New Guinea.

When Eric’s parents migrated from England they settled in the 
Southern Queensland city of Toowoomba, where he joined 
the local film maker’s society. Ever a keen member of the 
society, Eric made numerous films over the years and always 
had an entry in the end of year awards competition.

The one I remember best (shot on 16mm) was a story about 
horse racing…and had his dad as the central character.
The film won the `Best Film’ award that year ….and a large 
shining cup subsequently graced the family mantelpiece.

After stringing for Brisbane’s Channel 9 for some time, he 
accepted a full-time news camera position with the then new 
Lismore TV station, RTN 8, which opened in May,1962. 
While in Lismore, Eric suffered, what can best be called 
`Heart Palpitations’, for he fell in love with a local girl, and 
they married on the 21 September, 1963. Immediately after 
he and Maureen were married, Eric took his bride south, to try 
his luck in Sydney.

While waiting for an interview at Visatone Studios, he noticed 
a 35mm film camera near-by. Having not seen one in the 
flesh before, he had a close-up look at it.  He checked the 
three lenses, the film path, drive sprockets, gate, pressure 
plate, motor, magazine….yes, very nice he thought. During 
the interview, his potential boss asked if he was familiar with 
35mm cameras. “Yes, I’ve encountered the 35” he replied. 
(Meaning the one he had just inspected.)   He got the job. 
While at Visatone, he was to become very familiar with 
35mm shoots. 

In his early Sydney days he also worked for Channel 7 
news….but, it wasn’t long before he headed up the North 
Shore and joined the then Commonwealth Film Unit in 
suburban Lindfield. His previous exposure to 35mm filming 
served him well while at Lindfield.

One of his CFU shoots involved scenes onboard a naval 
ship and were shot outside Sydney Heads. After a time the 
Captain started asking, “How much longer is the filming 
going to take?...it costs a lot of money to keep a ship at 
sea, you know.” Eventually it became too much for the film 
team. They shot the scenes that could only be filmed while at 
sea, and then went back to the studio and built naval sets as 
required. 

While on assignment to the Ord River project in 1965, 
Eric travelled with the then Minister for the Interior, Doug 
Anthony.   During their travels he asked the Minister if there 
was `anything going, film wise, in Canberra’?.  There was, 
and six months later, Minister Anthony phoned Eric to tell him 
that he had recommended him for the new TV section that the 
government was planning. 

Eric and Maureen moved to Canberra in March of 1966, 

IN MEMORIAM
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and the TV section was born…with one Cinematographer/
Director and one Scriptwriter/Journalist. 

Eric’s `territory’ in those early days included all  Australia and 
New Guinea.

The aim of the unit was to make news/magazine films 
for world television, which it did successfully under Eric’s 
stewardship for 29 years. Although the TV section remained 
small for most of it’s life, (there were three Cinematographer/
Directors, one Sound Recordist and one Scriptwriter/
Journalist), it was a film makers dream. As often happened, 
the assigned cinematographer would research the story, 
arrange the shoot, edit the film, record the music and effects 
on 16mm magnetic film, edit that to the picture and oversee 
the recording and editing of the voice over. Then mark the film 
for dissolves etc, and liaise with the Lab.

When the one soundman couldn’t be in two places at once, 
sometimes a cinematographer doubled as soundman.  All film 
was shot double system. 

The film editing was carried out on one of two 8 plate flat 
bed Steenbeck units, which allowed two pictures and two 
soundtracks to be edited simultaneously.

Camera wise, Eric chose the Arri ST for use where a film was 
to have either a music and effects or M & E with voice over 
soundtrack. `Atmos’ tracks were recorded separately. The 
unit’s Arri BL was for sound jobs.

When it became available, the unit replaced the ST with the 
French ACL, a delightful, low profile camera, and very quiet.   
Although the camera came with both two and four hundred 
foot magazines, we usually used the two hundred foot mags, 
which gave a screen time of 5 minutes and 20 seconds.

This writer understands (I worked with Eric and the team for 
23 years) that Kodak imported the two hundred foot loads just 
for us. We used Eastman Colour Negative 7247.

In 1985 Eric and `company’ turned to tape…there was 
no option, as the government introduced its `contract out’ 

policy. Freelance camera and sound people were used 
from that point on, and we worked with some very excellent 
operators. Off line editing was done in-house and Eric found 
himself back in the world of 8mm…tape this time.  The on-
line 1” (inch) broadcast masters were produced at National 
recording Studios in Canberra.

Canberra had a small, but active ACS group back in 1968 
when Eric held the position of President for a number of 
years. During his Presidency he instigated and worked with 
Bob Pounds ACS and Robert Hargreaves ACS to organise 
several industry exhibitions and conferences.   When the trio 
organised `Colour 70’, they invited the Society of Motion 
Picture and Television Engineers to be part of the planning 
committee. An offer they readily accepted…to the benefit and 
advantage of those attending the `Colour 70s’ exhibition/
conference.   

For some years after Eric retired in 1995, he freelanced, 
making documentaries for The Canberra Hospice, Federal 
Police and the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, was 
on a number of advisory committees for the Australian Capital 
Territory Government and was approached by a United States 
on line academy to produce and run programmes on film 
editing.

Eric had a generous nature and gave a great deal of time 
and effort to help others.He died as the result of several heart 
attacks on 22 September, his and Maureen’s 48th wedding 
anniversary. Eric was 72. He is survived by his wife Maureen, 
two daughters, two sons and three grandsons. 

SONY PMWF3
Sony’s new PMWF3 Super 35mm Diggital
Cinematography Camera, combines largege 
frame sensor technology with a trusteed iindustry 

Camera and Sony Lens Kit

DAILY HIRE FROM $395

CANON 5D MKII

and is available to hire with a range of 

Canon 5D MkII  [body only]

DAILY HIRE FROM $140.25

Range of Canon L series Lenses

DAILY HIRE FROM $37.40

RedRock Micro Delux Cinema Rig

DAILY HIRE FROM $112.20

NOW RENTING
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IT’S ALL IN THE NAME: 
SEARCHING FOR RUMPELSTILTSKIN

Judging by the number of books devoted to selecting 
children’s names, parents obviously go to a great deal of 
trouble to name their little Henry, Marcus, Michael, Janet, 
Briony or Charlotte. And judging by the number of people 
changing their names via Deed Poll, parents don’t always get 
it right. Names are important. Who would go on a blind date 
with someone called Rumpelstiltskin? Who would go on any 
sort of date with poor old Rumpy?

When it comes to the film industry, it’s often the title that 
makes the difference between watching and not watching. 
Some titles are so memorable; they stay in your mind even 
if you haven’t seen the movie. Most people will know of 
“Citizen Kane” or the “The Godfather” for example. 

Very much like deciding on a child’s name, the idea for a 
title can arrive at almost any time during the writing process. 
Sometimes it springs to mind even before starting the script; 
sometimes it slowly dawns on you throughout the writing 
process; or perhaps you finish the masterpiece and still have 
no idea about a title. Many writers have a ‘working title’ until 
they settle on the final version. Interestingly, while writing this 
article (in a coffee lounge) I overheard two parents discussing 
kids’ names, and they mentioned the term ‘womb name’. 

It’s the name you call your child while you still don’t have 
a name. I suppose, it’s the scriptwriter’s equivalent of the 
“working title.”

Whatever the case, it’s worth giving the title some serious 
thought. This is an important decision, as much for marketing 
reasons as for artistic reasons. Granted, an audience will 
probably get used to almost any title (particularly after the 
script has won a swag of awards), but some can be harder to 
warm to than others. Joseph Heller almost named his landmark 
novel “Catch-18” instead of “Catch-22.” It just doesn’t have 
the same ring to it, does it? 

Unlike a child’s name, the title of a movie will have to inspire 
millions of people to queue to get tickets, pay hard earned 
money, watch it, talk about it, then watch it again. It’s very 
much like an ad that has only a small amount of time to 
convince you to buy.

With that in mind, the best advice I can give is to use some 
of the principles that advertising copywriters use when 
creating headlines for their print ads. The job of an advertising 
headline is to gain attention, spark interest in the ad, and give 
the reader a quick idea about what product it is advertising. 
Some titles like “When Harry Met Sally” promise something 
interesting about these two people meeting. “One Flew Over 
the Cuckoo’s Nest” is an intriguing title that in the context 
of mental health makes us wonder about both the ‘cuckoo’s 
nest’ and the one who ‘flew over’ it. Also it’s important to 
make sure your title is true to the script that’s been written. 
Something like “The Texas Chainsaw Massacre” would be a 
little misleading if your script was a romantic comedy. 

In advertising copywriting lingo there are ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ 
headlines. So let’s apply the same to script titles. A direct title 
is one where it is easy to work out what the script is about. 
The message in the title is “this is what my script is about so 
enter at your own risk.” It’s not too hard to guess the general 
direction of “Night of the Living Dead”, “The Hunchback of 
Notre Dame”, or “Mutiny on the Bounty”, but how about 
“Shadowlands”, “The Blood of a Poet”, or “M”. A bit more of 
a challenge isn’t it? An indirect title, then, is one where you 
really need to see the film (read the book, see the play, etc) to 
make sense of the title. 

Some indirect titles sound intriguing like “Hedwig & the Angry 
Itch”, or “Rat Pfink A Boo Boo” (these really are actual movies, 

S E C O N D  S E R I E SBIGPICTURE BY MANNY ASTON BA
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folks). It grabs your attention, you’re curious, and you may 
even go see the film, even though you’re not exactly sure what 
it’s about. An indirect title will often only make sense once 
you’ve seen the movie (in the case of “Rat Pfink”, don’t hold 
your breath).

When it comes to sequels the title choice tends to be a ‘no-
brainer’. “Rocky,” “Rocky II,” “Rocky III.” You get the idea. In 
some cases the filmmakers become quite imaginative. Take 
“Die Hard” and its sequel “Die Harder.” Pure genius. And 
what about the good old James Bond movie. They used to 
have such great titles, but now it seems all you have to do is 
have the word ‘tomorrow’ thrown in at random with words 
like ‘die’, ‘world’ or ‘another’. “Die Another Day Tomorrow.” 
“Tomorrow is Not Enough.” “The World Never Dies Another 
Tomorrow.” See?

I have to confess to a pet hate, though. There is a really 
annoying trend of putting the main character’s name in the 
title, along with any verb. I guess the writers think it makes 
the movie sound mysterious, quirky and deep. “Searching For 
Bobby Fischer” started it, but since then we’ve had “Chasing 
Amy,” “Eating Raoul,” “Raising Helen,” “Driving Ms. Daisy,” 
“Being John Malkovich,” “Finding Nemo,” “Saving Private 
Ryan,” and “Annoying Manny!” 

A title should be as long as it needs to be to accomplish 
its job. There are plenty of one word titles that are very 
effective. Some use names of real people, such as “Ghandi,” 
“Amadeus,” or “Patton;” imaginary beings including “Dumbo,” 
“Bambi,” or “Shreck.” Others titles manage to effectively 
convey what the film is about in a single word, “Jaws,” 
“Witness,” “Psycho,” or “Vertigo,” while some are just plain 
obscure. Let’s face it, the movie “Heat” could be about 
anything from volcanoes to passion! Nonetheless, one word 
titles sound striking … big. The single word, “God,” sounds so 
much more impressive than “Great Big Being Up In The Sky 
That Is In Charge Of Everything.” 

BIG PICTURE

When it comes to the longer titles, one of my favourites has 
to be “The Incredibly Strange Creatures Who Stopped Living 
and Became Mixed Up Zombies.” I kid you not, this really 
is a movie (released in 1964). In fact, it was made by Ray 
Dennis Steckler who also created “Rat Pfink A Boo Boo” 
(surprise, surprise). Long titles tend to have a quirky appeal, 
but try telling your friends about this great new movie, “The 
Incredible Strange …  er … The Strange Incredible Zombie 
… er … Creature” <pause> “Oh you know … that Zombie 
movie!” 

In the end, a good movie will remain a good movie and 
a bad movie will remain bad whatever the title. According 
to the producers of “The Shawshank Redemption,” the film 
suffered at the box office because of its cumbersome title, 
although it was a huge critical success. It just goes to show 
that there is a lot of truth to the adage, “It’s all in the name”. 
Perhaps poor old Rumpelstiltskin may have a hard time finding 
a date after all.
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HANDS-ON WITH 
THE F3 & FS100

BY BEN ALLAN ACS

To read an expanded version of this article and see the test footage go to: thefilmbakery.com/blog

Intro

The PMW-F3 and NEX-FS100P represent a radical new 
direction for Sony’s professional cameras in the entry level to 
mid-range segments.  Sony Australia’s Nick Buchner provided 
us with demo units of both cameras when they became 
available a couple of months apart to do a comparison.

The F3 and FS100 come from two separate design teams 
within Sony and they reflect two surprisingly different 
philosophies on what a large sensor, pro video camera 
should be like in 2011.

PMW-F3

The F3 has been grown out of the popular XDCAM EX series 
cameras and has been nicknamed by some as the “EX-35”. 
The newly developed image sensor is similar to the size of the 
Super 35mm film frame and is a single CMOS chip.

The processing and on board recording have a lot in common 
with the EX1 & EX3, using the MPEG-2 based XDCAM EX 
format recording to Sony’s SxS professional grade flash 
memory cards.  This codec is surprisingly solid for 35 mbps of 
MPEG-2 and responds well to manipulation in post.

Where the F3 is completely different to it’s EX stable-mates is 
at the front end.  In front of the Super 35 chip is a new type of 
Sony lens mount but the camera is supplied with an adaptor 
to PL Mount .  This opens up a massive collection of lens 
options from standard zooms and primes to speciality lenses.

The lenses that come with the kit version of the F3 are 
three Sony built, standard primes in 35, 50 & 85mm focal 
lengths.  These are quite substantial lenses and have big, 
cine-style markings, t-stops and film-standard-pitch focus and 
iris gears with no iris steps.  Looking at the front element, it 
is apparent that the optics are probably based on SLR lenses 

NEW GEAR
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with a relatively small piece of glass nestled into the big 
housing.

It’s actually quite a good compromise, no one is pretending 
that they would match the optical performance of the top 
end film lenses but they are an easy fit for the workflow of 
any focus puller used to working with 35mm gear and a 
comfortable match to standard film accessories. The optical 
performance is very decent for lenses in this price range and 
they are nicely sharp and contrasty even at the wide open 
T1.8 where most of these lenses will spend most of their time.

Another welcome improvement from the EX’s is the return (from 
XDCAM-HD) of a dedicated virtual daylight (#85) filter.  On 
the EX’s I’ve used different Picture Profiles to create presets 
for daylight and tungsten, but this is not necessary on the F3 
because of the Daylight switch, freeing the profiles for more 
look variations.

The big surprise with the F3 is some of the high end options 
and features that have trickled down from the F35.  Most 
notable is the dual HDSDI outputs and although it’s a paid 
upgrade to activate the dual stream output, it then provides an 
uncompressed, 10-bit 4:4:4 RGB signal.  The same upgrade 
also adds the Sony S-Log gamma, which matches the log 
outputs of the F35.

For our tests we used the F3 in it’s out-of-the-box configuration, 
recording to the internal cards and using mostly the Sony 
primes with minimal other accessories.  The menu structure 
and options are so similar to the EX series that I had the 
camera configured to my liking, with customised picture 
profiles and ready to shoot within twenty minutes of opening 
the box.

F3 Test Shoot

To test the F3 we decided to shoot a promo for a food series 
we’re developing.  The premise is that the longest and most 
intimate relationship we ever have is with food.  The images 
needed to be lush, inviting and surprising.  Although the 
quality of Sony primes was excellent, we quickly realised 
that we needed closer focussing for the food shots.  The F3 
immediately came into its own, with a quick phone call to 
Richard Lee at Lemac, I had a Zeiss 100mm macro lens on 
the front of the camera delivering exactly the results we were 
after.

Even without extra add-ons, the F3 and the three lens kit is 
more substantial to carry around than you would guess from 
the pictures.  This is by no means a criticism, I think Sony 
have hit exactly the right notes here in making this package 
something distinctly different from the other offerings out there.

The F3 is a camera that really wants to be used to set up 
creative, controlled shots and in that capacity, it excels.

NEX-FS100P

The FS100 owes it’s identity to a mix of the NEX compact 

consumers cameras and the long line of Sony cameras that 
take consumer components and design elements and then 
adds key professional requirements like pro audio connections 
and controls.  Among this line are the DV, DVCAM and HDV 
cameras that have become workhorses for many parts of the 
industry.

Like the F3 (and the Red One and many others) the body 
of the FS100 is essentially a box, although the functionality 
and layout of the controls is all it’s own.  With lots of user-
assignable buttons and lots of direct controls, the FS100 will 
have operators spending much less time wading through 
menus to access everyday functions than they would with a 
DSLR or consumer camera.

The body is a little bigger than a DSLR but similar to a 
medium format stills camera.  Audio is the first thing that sets 
the FS100 apart from DSLR’s by adding two XLR balanced 
audio inputs with phantom power and proper, usable manual 
controls.

The menus, image controls monitoring options and viewfinder 
displays are all designed for moving pictures rather than still 
photos and in terms of workflow and control these make a big 
difference.

True to it’s NEX name, the FS100 has the Sony E-type 
lens mount.  The NEX range has really stirred things up 
in the consumer side of the DSLR world by designing 
cameras around the reality that most people clutching their 
beloved DSLR will hardly, if ever, look through the optical 
viewfinder.  By removing the reflex viewfinder in the NEX 
series, Sony got rid of the large and heavy mirror shutter 
and viewfinder prism and this allowed them to build a 
range of extremely compact camera bodies that still have 
interchangeable lenses.  To keep these cameras as compact 
as possible Sony created the “E Mount” that has a very 
shallow Flange Focal Distance.  Sony and a number of other 
manufacturers have created lenses with the native lens mount 
an Sony produce and adaptor to their Alpha mount, opening 
up a huge range of prime and zoom lens options. Noteworthy 
amongst these is Carl Zeiss who have released an E-Mount 
version of their Compact Primes.

One frustrating outcome from the use of the E-Mount is that 
there is no room behind the lens for an ND filter wheel which 
means relying on ND filters mounted either directly on the lens 
or in a matte box to have any hope of controlling depth of 
field in daylight.  On the subject of shutter speed, the FS100 
doesn’t adjust shutter speed with frame rate like the F3 and EX 
cameras do.  So if you’re shooting 25p and have the shutter 
set to 1/50th of a sec. for a normal, film-like image and then 
you take advantage of the camera’s excellent slow motion by 
using the S&Q function to record at 50 fps,  you also need to 
manually change the shutter speed to 1/100th to maintain a 
normal look.

The FS100 takes the idea of modular design and runs with 
it!  Even the handgrip is detachable and the camera can 
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be easily dressed-up with a large viewfinder, top handle, 
shotgun mic etc. or stripped right down to a simple box with 
an LCD screen on top.  The camera also has numerous tripod 
mounting points on various sides of the body which also allow 
for directly attaching accessories.

The image processing options are a little more limited than 
on the F3.  For example, there are two Cine-Gamma options 
instead of the F3’s four and some options (like detail) don’t 
have quite the same scope for adjustment, but the actual 
image quality compares very well.

The other big difference between the two cameras is the 
recording format.  The Fs100 records to high speed SD 
(Class 10) cards which are low cost and readily available. 
It records in the AVCHD  format that is a variant of MPEG-
4/h.264 codec at 24 mbps.  It’s not just the difference in 
data rate, (24 or 35 mbps) but the AVCHD is a very different 
way of encoding video.  Although more efficient thanks to the 
h.264 processing, the AVCHD is a lot more aggressive in it’s 
compression.

While the FS100 is can be supplied in a kit with an 18-
200mm E-Mount zoom, the camera really came alive for me 
once I started experimenting with Alpha series lenses using 
the EA1 adaptor.  There are a few issues to be aware of.  Iris 
changes in shot aren’t practical because the adaptor causes 
the iris to step through the changes.  That didn’t bother me in 
the slightest because of the beautiful results I was getting with 
the Alpha lenses.  Some of the standout lenses on the FS100 

included the 16-35mm f2.8 Zeiss which produces amazingly 
clean vivid images throughout the zoom range, even when 
wide open.  The G-Series 35mm f1.4 and the low-cost 
50mm f1.4 were also impressive and practical lenses for 
cinematography.  The lenses both produced stunning results 
and at f1.4 delivered on every bit of the shallow depth of 
field that is so sought after.

FS100 Test Shoot

To test the FS100 we decided to try it on a fashion promo for 
the Australian designer Tarvydas.  We were going for a look 
that was striking and dramatic.  Think 1920’s Paris boudoir 
meets 1950’s Hollywood.  The promo was shot entirely with 
the Alpha lenses, including the 16-35mm Zeiss and mostly on 
the 50mm f1.4.

In tight spaces the flexibility of the viewfinder/LCD in every 
direction (other than down) is great.  You can even use it in 
viewfinder mode at right angles to the lens or in LCD mode 
have it folded flat down onto the camera body, which makes 
it possible to operate successfully with the back of the camera 
tucked close into your own body.  For beauty shots in a small 
space on the test shoot, this made a real difference.

The other advantage of operating this way is that it uses 
your whole body as a stabilising force for the handheld 
camera.  This can be seen in action on the close up of the 
hand running along the coat hangers and the girl picking up 
the dress.
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The main word that comes to mind after using the FS100 is 
flexibility.  It is a uniquely adaptable design that contrasts 
nicely with the F3’s more traditional approach.

Head to head

When these two cameras were announced, I was 
basically expecting an PMW-EX3 with the big chip (F3) 
and a consumer NEX-VG10 with audio inputs attached 
(FS100).  Instead Sony seems to have done some long, hard 
thinking about how to make a big statement with both of these 
cameras.

While both cameras can be dressed up or down for different 
roles, they each have some clear strengths and weaknesses 
that differentiate them.  For me, the FS100 is the camera you 
go for when you want the DSLR look but also want proper 
controls, audio, monitoring and a lot of the other features 
that go into making a good video camera.  Like DSLR’s it 
opens up a world of low to medium price lenses the likes 
of which were never available to electronic shooters before 
DLSR’s.  It has a lot of options to be configured for different 
types of shooting and has much less rolling shutter effect than 
DSLR’s.  It is lighter and smaller than the F3 and gives easy 
access to a lot of lenses that are lighter and smaller.  I could 
fit the FS100 and a good selection of lenses into a single 
Lowepro backpack and that was simply not possible with the 
F3.

But the F3, it turns out, is well named.  Rather than being 
just a big brother to the EX3, the F3 also belongs very 
much in the same stable as the heavy  hitting F35.  It is a 
serious production camera with great processing controls 
and a design that is just begging for an experienced crew 
to gather round, plug in and attach everything they need to 
start shooting.  Despite the similar boxy appearance, the F3 
is a decent chunk of camera, solidly built with well laid out 
professional controls.

If I was shooting a commercial or drama where I was working 
with an experienced focus puller, the F3 with PL lenses would 
have a lot of advantages over the FS100.  But for anyone 
wanting to move up from DSLR’s without sacrificing a lot of the 
advantages they offer, particularly when it comes to a variety 
of low-cost, lightweight lenses then the FS100 is an obvious 
choice.

It’s great to see Sony so enthusiastically taking up the 
challenge posed by both the DSLR’s and higher end 
cameras like the Red.  True to their history, Sony has again 
delivered cameras that work and work smoothly throughout 
the production pipeline.  They might be playing a little bit of 
catch-up with these two offerings, but I would argue it was 
well worth the wait.

Special thanks to camera assistants Meredith Calthorpe & Ella 
Gibbins.
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GEORGE OGILVIE
Simple Gifts. A Life in the Theatre.

BOOK REVIEW

cinematography

mailing list
Shooting 48fps For Sync Sound:
http://www.cinematography.net/
Shooting_48fps_For_Sync_Sound.htm

Shooting Cinemascope On 16mm:
http://www.cinematography.net/
Shooting_Cinemascope_On_16mm.htm

Timelapse Sunrise Simulation:
http://www.cinematography.net/
Timelapse_Sunrise_Simulation.htm

Tow Rig For Motorbike:
http://www.cinematography.net/Tow_Rig_For_Motorbike.htm

Location Lighting With A Small Generator:
http://www.cinematography.net/
Location_Lighting_With_A_Small_Generator.htm

Compact Primes CP.2:
http://www.cinematography.net/Compact_Primes_CP.2.htm

How Do I Test My Lenses:
http://www.cinematography.net/
How_Do_I_Test_My_Lenses.htm

Low Angle Prism:
http://www.cinematography.net/Low_Angle_Prism.htm

Camera Rigs For The Side Of A Canoe:
http://www.cinematography.net/
Camera_Rigs_For_The_Side_Of_A_Canoe.htm

Candle Flares On The Red With Cooke S4s:
http://www.cinematography.net/
Candle_Flares_On_The_Red_With_Cooke_S4s.htm

CML SELECTION 
BY DAVID WALPOLE

Picture by Yeni Kusumonegoro
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Today one of Australia’s best-loved theatre directors, 
George Ogilvie AM tells in his remarkable 
autobiography the story of a boy from provincial 
Australia so determined to be an actor that he endured 
ridicule, loneliness and starvation to achieve it. It begins 
with his joining the last melodrama company in England 
and ends with a standing ovation at the Sydney Opera 
House. His story encompasses the rise of government-
subsidised theatre, film, opera and ballet and recalls 
with affection the ups and downs he shared with artists 
like Joan Sutherland, Leo McKern, Googie Withers, 
Warren Mitchell, Dennis Olsen, John Hargreaves, 
George Miller, Nick Enright, Mel Gibson and Russell 
Crowe.

It also the story of the son of Scottish immigrants with 
a strict Presbyterian work ethic, who resolutely taught 
himself his craft and who found solace at a time of crisis 
in Siddha Yoga and pilgrimages to Israel, Assisi and 
Taize. It is a joyful book in which he confesses his fears 
and errors and defines his work methods with disarming 
candour. But beneath these simple gifts is a rigorous, 
self-motivated spiritual search for the meaning of life 
which imbues his mature work with the joy of small 
things.

Published by CURRENCY PRESS.
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I’ve always bridled at those pollsters’ questions before 
elections. “Would you like to have a beer with...?” “No! I 
don’t drink beer and hate pubs. If I won’t have a beer with 
friends, what makes you think I’ll have one with strangers?”
However, when I stepped out of the cinema last week, 
and into broad daylight, I had the absurd notion I wanted 
to invite the entire cast (in character) and crew of Red Dog 
to the nearest local or even home to toss a T-bone on the 
charcoal and knock back a cold Fosters. (By the time I got 
home I’d luckily got my good sense back).
The storyline, based on the book written in 1998 by 
English author Louis de Bernieres, who wrote Captain 
Corel-li’s Mandolin, is the almost true story of a hitch-hiking 
dog whose beat seemed to be the entire coast of Western 
Australia. By the time it reached the screen, Red Dog’s 
travels had grown by myth as far as Japan. The film script 
by Daniel Taplitz rollicked along although younger people 
in the audience more used to the zap and wham of X-Men 
and Transformers, thought it slow in parts. Especially the 
beginning. (Conversations? How strange, do people really 
have them?).
We have the back story of Red Dog from the ensemble 
cast even before the lead, Josh Lucas (John) of the 
impossibly blue eyes comes burning across the desert on 
his motorbike. Red Dog’s history is told like a good old 
Aussie yarn by Jack (Noah Taylor) the bartender, Vanno 
(Arthur Angel) the migrant work who’s followed the money 
from verdant pastures of Italy to the parched sands of 
Dampier. Peeto (brilliantly played by John Batchelor) is the 
town toughie with a heart of half-melted ice-cream. it’s a 
heart-warming story played by a heart-warming ensemble 
cast of characters; funny, sad, whimsical, quirky, even 
tragic. The script is woven like a tapestry, giving each their 
own time, with the two main leads, John and Nancy only 
separated from them by obvious God-given advantages.
It opens with locals standing around the bar of the one 
and only pub in town, telling a blow-in truck driver why the 
entire population of Dampier is upset about the imminent 
demise of a dog, Red Dog. At one time or another they’d 
all tried to own the elusive, charismatic kelpie. But Red 
Dog, the loner, had only ever fallen for one master, John, 
an American, a wanderer and the driver of the Hemersley 
Iron workers’ bus, and, you’ve guessed it, who falls in love 
with Nancy (Rachel Taylor), the new secretary in town.
There was a slight tensing of the audience when Nancy 
and John’s smiles met across Red Dog taking up more 
than his share of bus seat, but there was no need to think 
romance would spoil a good yarn and the story would 
turn to schmultz. Director Kriv Stenders had his hand firmly 
on the plot of Red Dog and the fact that a love story was 
introduced didn’t mean the plot was about to roll down hill 

RED DOG

from there. It was all about the dog, the dog that bound 
the town people together and who proved men with iron 
ore in their veins can have compassion in their souls.
The acting standout had to be Red Dog (Koko) who, if you 
can believe it, was asked to agree to a red fur dye job 
before he was given the part. But not for a moment could 
anyone believe that Koko was acting, as brilliantly trained 
as he was. If so, then Koko has more expressions than 
Barbra Streisand’s thirty six in Funny Girl, and in as many 
seconds. Koko’s brilliance in part had to be a very clever 
cutting job by editor Jill Bilcock, who did just as superb a 
job of editing the rest of the movie.
But the glue that binds this film together is the 
cinematography by Geoffrey Hall ACS. He gives us clean, 
sharp, imaginative close-ups, screen-wide panoramas of 
stunning landscapes, snaps of action. The glimpse of a 
lonely red dog running acorss a wide red earth landscape 
will be a vision hard to forget. One minute he stands his 
audience in awe of iron-red mountains, the next he lets 
them look at the world through the eyes of a dog. He does 
it so you can almost feel the grains of red sand on arms 
and legs, smell the hot, still, sultry evenings, touch the cool 
water in the harbour swishing around legs when John and 
Nancy go wading late at night. He’s not only captured 
the every essence of this remarkable landscape but the 
vibrancy of a crowd of contradictory characters, a mish-
mash of a many-cultured people hundreds or thousands of 
miles from their natural homes.
Red Dog is not trying to be the Great Australian Movie 
and Director Spenders is well aware he is making one 
that will satisfy all the reasons we go to movies in the first 
place. To unabashedly enjoy.
When the lights came on the audience dribbled up the 
stairs and out. You knew the men were thinking what 
it would be like to have a red dog, ditch the Mosman 
Tractor and maybe get a ute. He’d look better in the back 
of that. The girls and women? It was pretty obvious. In one 
review of Red Dog, the writer intimated that Josh Logan 
had been cast to catch the haul of American fish. It had to 
be written by a man without any eyes in his head. But the 
winner is? Nelson Woss, producer. He got to take Red 
Dog home. 

REVIEWED BY Robin Campbell-Huff

FILM REVIEW
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This is from American Cinematographer, 
August 1943 

‘Completion of the feature film, 
We’ve Come a Long, Long Way 
was announced this month by Negro 
Marches On, Inc., producers of the 
film. This picture is a cavalcade of the 
Negro race, and was directed by Jack 
Goldberg, for twenty years a leader 
in the production and creation of all-
Negro films.

Also in the same edition-

Editorially Speaking.

Lately we have been reading in the 
trade-papers, and even to some extent 
in the daily newspapers, of how 
essential motion picture entertainment 
is proving to our soldiers at the fighting 
fronts. This is a fact in which the motion 
picture industry can rightfully take 
great pride, and one which should 
by all means be brought home to the 
American people and to the Nation’s 
policy and law makers in Washington. 
We can’t help wondering, therefore, 
why the motion picture industry as a 
whole doesn’t arrange to send camera-
crews out with light, portable, single-
system sound-and-picture cameras (they 
could even be 16mm, if the utmost 
portability be needed) to the fighting 
fronts, to bring back a genuinely 
documentary record - unembellished 
by any ‘Hollywood touches’ - of what 
motion pictures are actually doing for 
Johnny Doughboy at the front, and to 
record the actual, un-scripted comments 
of servicemen.

ACS ACCREDITATION

One of the most subjective issues 
that confront us on a regular basis 
is Accreditation, and who is eligible 
for Accreditation. Does the applicant 
require decades of experience and 
to have been brought up on a strict 
diet of celluloid?  The answer is 
no, but it must be remembered that 
Accreditation is the highest honour 
that can be bestowed on an ACS 
member. It is close to all our hearts 
as it reflects directly on our abilities 
as cinematographers.

Accreditation submissions are 
not by invitation. Therefore any 
cinematographer who has been 
a Full member for at least three 
years can apply or be encouraged 
to apply for Accreditation. The 
panellists are a cross section, where 
possible, of each genre. They are 
Accredited members of our Society 
with vast experience and credibility.

Each submission is judged upon its 
merits and we encourage applicants 
to enter only their strongest work. 
Work that they are MOST happy 
with. It is not about volume, although 
it is about substance.

The work submitted needs to 
demonstrate more than just 
professional competence. Creativity 
and aesthetic innovation are some 
of the qualities sought by the 
Accreditation panellists.

I encourage any cinematographer, 
working in any genre, who qualifies 
to apply for Accreditation, to do 
so after careful consideration and 
discussing their application itself 
with one or more of their Accredited 
peers.

There is no greater accolade than 
to have those letters ACS after your 
name.

Ron Johanson ACS.

ACS member Michael Brennan wins for 
‘Best Risk Shot’ at Golden Eye Festival

ACS and Guild of Television 
Cameramen member Michael Brennan 
has won in the ‘Best Risk Shot’ category 
at the Golden Eye 2011 International 
Festival of Movie and TV Cameramen, 
held in Batumi, Georgia, on Saturday 
22 October. 

The award was made for an incredible 
low-angle slow-motion shot of a large 
building imploding. This shot was 
captured at 500 frames per second 
using a camera built into a bomb-proof 
case. Although the case was made of 
laminated steel with an internal frame 
and ten millimetre polycarbonate front 
cover, even the strongest of boxes 
would be crushed under the thousands 
of tons of rubble which fell onto it.

The solution was to pull the camera out 
of harm’s way after it had captured the 
shot but before it could be damaged or 
buried under rubble. Mike organised 
a track, made of scaffolding tubes and 
purpose-built cross bars, secured to the 
ground with twelve inch spikes. The 
dolly was powered by bungy cords, 
like a huge bow and arrow, triggered 
by two separate explosive charges 
attached to a tether. The dolly and 
payload weighed 120 kilogrammes 
and ran at 32 miles per hour for 150 
feet.

 

‘DIRECTORS OF 
PHOTOGRAPHY – PERSONAL 

WORKS’ EXHIBITION. 

The premiere opening was on the 
10th of September and the public 
opening on the 17th of September. 
There are 15 Cinematographers 
exhibiting and I just happen to be 
lucky enough to be one of them, a truly 
humbling opportunity. Fellow exhibitors 
include, Don McAlpine ACS ASC, Ron 
Johanson ACS, Ben Nott ACS, John 
Stokes ACS, Nino Martinetti ACS, Jeff 
Mygatt (US Guest), Jon Cassar (US 



Guest), Mike Molloy BSC ACS, Philip 
M Cross ACS, Matt Stewart ACS, 
Nicola Daley, Allan Collins ACS, John 
Ogden ACS, Andrew Condor ACS and 
Mark Wareham ACS. 

The event also celebrated the launch 
of ‘Gallery on the Lane’ located in 
Southport.  The event was organised by 
the gallery owners, Gareth Price and 
Nicola Parsons and hats off to the two 
of them for all their efforts as it truly paid 
off. The turn out was huge with most of 
the Cinematographers and their families 
attending as well as the cast of both 
Mental and Terra Nova. The crowd 
spilled out onto the mall and getting in 
to even see the works was a challenge 
worth waiting for. Having said that, the 
space is a great size when not filled to 
the brim with eager viewers. Also out 
the back of the Gallery is ‘Studio on 
the Lane’ a photographic studio that is 
available for hire. Canadian Kitchen 

whipped up platters of delicious treats 
for the hoards of people and the bubbly 
was flowing freely. 

So much thanks to both Leigh 
Christensen from Kodak for supplying 
the gorgeous paper stock and Paul 
Gilbert from RGB Digital for coming on 
board with the printing and mounting of 
all the cinematographer’s works, they 
truly looked absolutely amazing. 

I have never had the chance to use 
metallic paper and I must say the 
images absolutely pop off the paper, 
almost creating a 3D effect, I would say 
that all of the exhibitors were over the 
moon with the printing, mounting and 
presentation of their works. The paper 
used was Kodak Professional Endura 
Metallic VC Digital Paper

(more information about it can be found 
here) http://www.kodak.com/
global/en/professional/products/

Rosco Australia - 42 Sawyer Lane, Artarmon NSW 2064
Phone: 02 9906-6262 email: roscoaus@rosco.com.au web: www.rosco.com

LitePad Axiom is a revolutionary LED light from Rosco specifically 
designed for filmmakers, videographers and still photographers.
Its steel and aluminium housing is designed not only to protect the light 
source, but to make a variety of mounting solutions quick and easy.  
The housing includes a gel slot for adding Cinegel colour or spot 
lenses.  A wide range of kits & mounting options are now available.
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papers/enduraMetallic/main.jhtml?
pq-path=13318/13335/13420/
13430

Big thanks also to Martin Cayzer, 
Paul Jackson, and Simon Purton from 
Panavision for sponsoring  the event, 
along with Peter Cocklin and Paul 
Culity from Kodak, the Australian 
Cinematographers Society and Sirromet 
Wines.

But most of the thanks must go to Gareth 
and Nicola whose tireless efforts in 
getting the show up and running really 
paid off. If it wasn’t for their constant 
emails back and forth reminding us to 
get our works in and for then hanging 
the event with the very talented Katie 
Clifton, the pure white bland walls 
would have needed about 2 stops of 
ND to reduced the glare in the eyes of 
those attending.

The exhibition will run till the 1st of 
November and open hours are Tues- 
Sat 10am-4pm. It will then travel to 
Sydney where it will be hanging in the 
ACS Headquarters, we will keep you 
posted regarding dates and times.

If you happen to see a photograph at 
the exhibition that you just must have, 
then please chat to Nicola Parsons via 
email nicola@galleryonthelane.com or 
give her a tingle on 0468 992 526. 
Nicola is also the one to chat to about 
the Studio Space and its availability.

JoAnne Bouzianis-Sellick
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TOP: Leigh Hubner in Kenya while shooting a story on the Dadaab refugee camp for Sunrise on Channel 7. 

BOTTOM: Desert memorial.
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BOTTOM: L to R Ben Bryan, Ben Hidalgo (obscured, Fiona Mackinnon, Cameron Gaze, Kat Schachte, Matthew Temple, 
John Hartley, John Brawley, Grant Sweetman

TOP RIGHT: Simon Akkerman ACs sharing a joke on set for the Fifi Mondello music video clip. 
From L to R, best boy Ian Bessell-Browne, Cinematographer Simon Akkerman ACS and camera assistant/focus puller Sam Winzar.
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Behind The Scenes shot of the short film All At Sea photographed at Sandy Beach, NSW, written and directed by Leah Sanderson. 
Left to Right - Stacey Cross focus puller, Jason Thomas cinematographer, Melissa Jaffer actor.
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Buy FUJIFILM and
help build your clubhouse

$2.50 for a 400FT can of 35MM 

$5.00 for a 1000FT can of 35MM
Only payable if ACS members purchase,

money to be contributed to the ACS Clubhouse fund.

Contact Ali Peck from Film Support on 0411 871 521 or (02) 9979 5701 
or email ali@awesomesupport.com.au

www.fujifilm.com.au

Help
Build your 
ACS Club 

House

Help
Build your 
ACS Club 

House
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Film matters. Tell the world why 

at www.kodak.com/go/filmmatters

 Film. No Compromise.


